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A REVIEW OF THE BRITISH COLUMBIA CROWN LAND ALLOCATION AND 
EUNAGEMENT PLANNING PROCESS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Much of British Columbia's rich endowment of natural resources rema ins 

under provincial jurisdiction. To  date, roughly 92% of the province 

has  been  retained as Crown land. As a result,  the provincial 

government has significant .responsibility  for  the allocation and 

management of these resources. 

The purpose of this paper is to review the current institutional system 

for allocating and managing Crown lands in British Columbia (3.C.).  As 

a reference document to a larger set of analytical papers, this report 

is strictly descriptive in nature.  In this  paper, the role of the 

provincial agencies engaged in land allocation and management are 

outlined and the pertinent legislation is identified. 

The format of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents an 

historical review of institutional mechanisms employed in Crown land 

planning in  B.C., and provides a context for a discussion of the 

current institutional structure in the third section. Section 3 offers 

a review of the relevant legislative mandates,  organizational 

and planning processes of agencies involved in the Structures 

administrat 

Information 

ion of Crown land. 

for this report has been drawn from government policy and 
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. . . . 

planning  documents,  and  from  semi-structured  interviews  with  government 

staff.  The  author  gratefully  acknowledges  the  work of Kim  Brenneis, 

John F o x ,  and  Wayne  Clissold-Hoyle  of  Simon  Fraser  University  which 

contributed  substantially  to  this report. 

Currently,  the  Ministry  of  Forests  administers  approximately 05% of the 

provincial  land  base--those  lands  designated  as  provincial  forests. I t  

is clear  that  with  such a large  proportion of the  Provincial  land  base 

under  jurisdiction  of  the  Ministry of Forests  (MOF),  the  discussion 

will  focus  particularly on this  Ministry's  policies  and  structure. 

Z..O HISTORY - Crown  land  planning  and  allocation in B.C. 

The  evolution of Crown  land  planning in B.C. since  the  Second  World  War 

can be divided  into  three  phases,  characterized by the  following  types 

of administration: a Multi-Purpose  Agency,  Inter-Agency  Coordination 

and a Dominant  Purpose  Agency.  Major  events in this  evolution  are 

summarized  below in a chronological  summary of institutional  changes 

affecting  Crown  land  allocation  and  management  from  World  War I 1  to  the 

present.  Following  this iynuna'ry, the  first  two  phases  are  briefly 

discussed.  The  current  phase,  characterized by a dominant  agency,  is 

described in Section 3 of this  paper. 

First  Phase - Multi-Purpose  Aqency 

1948-67 British  Columbia  Natural  Resources  Conference 
1965 Park Act passed 
1968 
1968 
1969 

First  Regional  Districts  established 
Technical  Planning  Committees  established 
Ad-hoc  Land  Use  Committee of Cabinet  formed 

Second  Phase - Inter-Aqency  Coordination 

197 1 
1971 
1971 
1973 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1976 
1977 

1977-70 
1978 

Environment  and  Land  Use  Act  passed 
Environment  and  Land  Use  Committee  formed 
Ecoloqical  Reserves Act passed 
ELUC  Secretariat  formed 
Department of Environment  created 
Department of Forests  established 
Royal  Commission  on  Forestry  initiated 
Resource  Management  Regions  established 
Cabinet  Committee  on  Economic  Development  formed 
Ministry  of  Environment  established;  ELUC  Secretariat 
administratively  absorbed 

New Forest  Act  passed 
Regional  Resource  Management  Committees  established 

3 
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Current Phase - Dominant  PurDose  Aqency 
1980 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 

1986 

1990 

ELUC Secretariat dissolved: staff dispersed 

Regional Districts stripped of planning  responsibilities 
Regional Resource Management Committees  abolished 

Resource Management Regions reduced from eight  to five 
Resource ministries staff reduced 30-40% under 

Integrated Resources  Branch formed in Ministry of 
"restraint" program 

Cabinet Committee on Sustainable  Development formed 
Forests 

Committee on Economic Development 
through the amalgamation of ELUC and the Cabinet 

Forestry has emerged over this  century as the major activity occurring 

on Crown lands. For this  reason, in the discussion of each phase, 

general developments in Crown land administration are dealt with 

separately from developments occurring in forest land allocation and 

management. 

2.1 1945-1969 Multi-Purpose AqencY Phase 

Prior to  the 1970s, planning and management in British Columbia was 

dominated by a multi-purpose agency, the Ministry of Lands, Forests  and 

Water Resources. 

2.1.1 Land Allocation and Management 

Under the Land Act,  the Ministry of Lands,  Forests and Water Resources 

had legislative responsibility for much of the Provincial land base 

from 1945 -1969. Land parcels were allocated and reviewed on an ad- 

hoc basis by interested ministries rather than using a special planning 

process  to  achieve an overall "systems plan". 

prior to 1950 and the formation of the Department of Recreation and 

Conservation, :reati?n of provincial parks  was also within the mandate 

of the Ministry of Lands, Forests  and Water Resources.' Early parks 

were established to  encourage tourism and  later,  to meet public demand 

for recreation. In 1965, the Department of Recreation and 

Conservation's mandate was strengthened with the passage of  the Park 
L Act which added a strong conservation mandate to its traditional 

emphasis on tourism and recreation. 

Before the early 1960s, provincial resource inventories were limited in 

many sectors and  the abundance and types of resources throughout B.C. 

were poorly documented. Resource surveys initiated in the 1960s to 

address this deficiency included the Canada Land Inventory which 

provided important data for provincial natural resource assessments. 

Land and resource allocation prior to the 1970s occurred primarily in 

response to proposals from interested agencies and the private sector. 

The referral process was the main decision tool  used to provide 

resource agencies with the opportunity to comment on development 

proposals from  other agencies. Analysis was not generally incorporated 

in this process, due primarily to time constraints. Rather, opposing 

agencies worked towards compromise which permitted development, but 

with less damage on other resources (O'Riordan 1976). Integrated 

planning emerged later in the 1960s with the use of tools such as  folio 

planning in which map overlays were used to  assess relative land 

values. 

5 
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2 .1 .2  Forestry 

Forestry in B.C. underwent substantial growth between 1945 and 1970. 

While a burgeoning provincial industry was emerging,  the 1945 Sloan 

Commission of Inquiry  was formed to address the problem of improving 

forest management. The subsequent Sloan report resulted in an amended 

Forest Act in 1947 calling for the  adoption of  a sustained yield 

management approach. Sloan  also suggested that the province's forest 

lands be organized into "sustained yield units:" areas regulated to 

provide timbez to nearby mills for an indefinite period (BC MoF 1 9 8 7 ) .  

units-- 

replacement once every ten  years. While  licensees are responsible f o r  

the  management of lands under TFLs and for the preparation of strategic 

plans, the Forest Service retains the responsibility for approving such 

plans. 

Public Sustained Yield Units  (PSYUs) were parcels of Crown forest land 

managed by the Forest Service to meet the needs of smaller enterprises, 

or to provide timber where area-based licenses were considered 

inappropriate (Niezen 1 9 8 9 ) .  Most PSYUs have since been incorporated 

into the current Timber Supply Areas (TSAs) which are geographic land 

units.  TSA boundaries now closely follow those of  forest  districts. 
The  amended Forest Act created two kinds of forest management 

Tree  Farm  Licenses  (TFLs)  and Public Sustained Yield Units 

Tree Farm Licenses were designed 

Crown and private land holdings, and to encouraqe industr 
to promote the orderly development and careful management 

development-and community stability by providing long-term 
supplies of timber from existing or proposed utilization 
plants (Pearse 1976) .  

i 

) .  PSYUS 

of 
a1 

Today,  TFLs and Timber Supply Areas (which replaced PSYUs)  continue to 

be the main forest management units in British Columbia. TFLs  are 

relatively long term tenure agreements between the provincial 

government and major forest products firms which provide 

responsibilities f o r  forest management within a specified area. TFLs 

are  area-based tenures that grant rights  to licensees to manage forest 

resources  according to a Management 

licensee  and approved periodically 

Each license  has a  term of twenty-f 

and Working Plan prepared by the 

by the Chief Forester of the MoF. 

ive years with an opportunity for 
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With the exception of TFLs,  all other forms of tenure remain in TSAs. 

Other current forms of tenure include Forest  Licenses, Timber Sale 

Licenses, Pulpwood Agreements and Woodlot Licenses. TSAs  are managed 

using  a system of volume-based licenses.  In doing so,  the provincial 

government retains the flexibility to adjust existing licence areas, 

and to open additional areas for new licenses (Niezen 1 9 8 9 ) .  

Distribution of tenures and timber volumes to various sectors of the 

industry is based on an apportionment plan prepared by the government 

which outlines Allowable Annual Cut (AAC) levels. 

Summary: The Multi-Purpose Agency Phase  was dominated by the Ministry 

of Lands,  Forests and Water Resources. Developments during this period 

included  improved resource inventories, a broader Parks  mandate, and 

ad-hoc resource and  allocation  decisions using referral processes. 
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Developments  in  forestry  included  an  amended  Forest  Act  which 

established  sustained  yield  management  and  the  forest  management  units 

which  continue  to  dominate  today. 

- 

2.2  1971-1979 Inter-Agency  Phase 

Overlapping  jurisdictions,  vested  interests  and  the  absence  of  reliable 

information  and  problem-solving  forums  contributed to increased 

conflict  in  the  late 1960s. Partly in response  to  these  difficulties 

in coordinating  planning,  the  Environment  and  Land Use Committee  of 

Cabinet  (ELUC)  was  formed in 1971. LLiring the 1970s, planning  was 

greatly  influenced by ensuing  efforts  to  integrate  planning  through 

ELUC  and  other  institutional  arrangements.  As a result,  this  phase is 

characterized by "inter-agency"  coordination. 

2 . 2 . 1  Land  Allocation  and  Management 

I n  1969 ,  an  informal  committee of Cabinet  Ministers  was  established  to 

resolve  resource  conflicts:  the  Land  Use  Committee.  The  Environment 

and  Land  Use  Committee  (ELUC)  was  formally  established in 1971 and  the 

ELUC  Secretariat  was  formed in 1973. ELUC  was  formed  as a standing 

committee of Cabinet  "representing a range  of  environmental, 

conservation,  resource  development  and  social  service  agencies" 

(O'Riordan 1 9 8 7 ) .  Empowered by the  "notwithstanding  clause"  within  the 

Environment  and  Land Use Act  (ELU A c t ) ,  ELUC was  given  legislated 

precedence  over  other  departments,  thereby  allowing  the  integration of 

multiple  objectives in land  allocation.  The power of this Act  lay in 

its  supremacy  over  all  previous  acts  and  regulations. 

Under  the ELL? Act, 

- to  establish 
duties of the  ELUC were: 

public  concern  about,  and  awareness of, 
and  recommend  programs  de signed to foster  increa 

the  environment: 
sed 

- to  ensure  that  all  the  aspects of preservation  and  maintenance  of 
the  natural  environment  are  fully  considered in the  administration 
of land  use  and  resource  development  commensurate  with  maximum 
beneficial  land  use,  and  to  minimize  and  prevent  waste  of  such 
resources,  and  despoilation of the  environment  occasioned  thereby: 

- i f  considered  advisable,  to  make  recommendations  to  the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council  respecting  any  matter  relating  to 
the  environment  and  the  development  and use of land  and  other 
natural  resources: 

- to  inquire  into  and  study  any  matter  pertaining t o  the 
environment, or land use: and 

- to  prepare  reports  and, i f  advisable,  make  recommendations for 
submission  to  the  Lieutenant-Governor in Council  (Ward 1 9 7 6 ) .  

The  ELUC  Secretariat,  composed of three  units--Resource  Analysis, 

Resource  Planning  and  Special  Projects--coordinated  interaction  between 

the  various  agencies  involved in land  allocation,  and  provided  input 

from  affected  agencies not otherwise  directly  involved in individual 

proposals.  During  its  life,  the  Secretariat  developed  numerous 

guidelines  and  procedures  including  formal  procedures for environmental 

impact  assessments of mines,  energy  projects,  highways  and  other  linear 

developments,  and  provincial  guidelines  for  benefit-cost  analysis of 

I 

! 
resource  use  decisions. 

Two  reviews of Canada's land  management  and  programs in the 1970s 

(Macenko  and  Neimanis 1983 and  Ward 1976)  provide  comprehensive 

accounts of British  Columbia's  institutional  system  during  this  period. 

9 



Macenko and Neimanis distinguish between the central review role of 

Provincial Cabinet and its committees, and interdepartmental mechanisms 

supporting these Cabinet Committees (see Figure 1 ) .  

The central review agency  for land transactions in B.C. during the 

1970s was the Provincial Cabinet functioning through  three  Cabinet 

Committees: ELUC,  the Cabinet Committee on Economic  Development (CCED) 

and Treasury Board. Initial allocation of Crown land occurred  through 

the Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing under policies approved by the 

Minister, Cabinet Committee or Cabinet. Land required for industrial 

purposes was conveyed to  the B.C. Development  Corporation which 

arranged for the  details of disposition under policy guidance from the 

CCED. The Cabinet Committee on Economic Development (CCED) was formed 

in 1976 to foster coordination between ministries  concerned with 

development issues. Cabinet Committees met regularly to conduct formal 

reviews of referred matters, resolve land use conflicts,  and give 

direction on major land resource commitments . 1 

I n  addition to the central review mechanisms outlined above, Cabinet 

Committees were supported by interdepartmental mechanisms including the 

advisory technical committee of Deputy Ministers and Regional  Resource 

Management Committees (RRMCS). Established in 1 9 7 8 ,  RRMCs  were 

comprised of senior regional resource agency officials and served as 

! 

Cabinet Committees  were  comprised of Ministers with 
responsibilities related to  the land transactions under consideration. 
These  committees  were minimally staffed and assisted by support work 
performed by Ministries and Crown agencies. 

10 

Figure 1 .  Land Use Planning in British  Columbia ( 1 9 7 6 )  
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decentralized mechanisms to coordinate  proposal  reviews  and  approvals, 

and agency interests in land transactions. RRMCs  also  served a primary 

role for interagency communication  and  conflict resolution (Heayn 1977, 

Ward 1976) .  Evaluations of proposals and decisions on non-contentious 

issues  were undertaken at the regional level with interagency 

coordination facilitated through the RRMCs. Alternatively,  areas of 

conflict were often referred to  the ELUC Secretariat for analysis  and 

to  ELUC and Cabinet for resolution when necessary. 

Regional Resource Management Committees were a focal point for the 

institutional changes that took place during this phase. Through these 

committees, integrated resource management was formalized and diffused. 

For example,  RRMCs were given responsibility for preparing integrated 

resource management plans for sub-regions within their jurisdiction 

(Heayn 1 9 7 7 ) .  

Committee" 

fulfilling 

Deputy Min isters  and Assistant 

In addition to  the RRMCs,  each Ministry also maintained an "Executive 

that coordinated  activities of respective Ministries in 

their mandates. Executive Committees  membership included 

Deputy Ministers. Executive Committees 

is and  attempted to reach decisions by 

1 9 8 3 ) .  

and RRMCs met on a regular bas 

consensus  (Macenko  and Neimanis 

Other agencies with jurisdiction over  Crown  lands at that time were the 

Departments of Environment (DOE) and Forests, both created in 1975,  and 

the Provincial  Parks Branch (Ward 1 9 7 6 ) .  Under  the Land Act and within 

12 

the DOE, the B.C. Land Service had jurisdiction over 30 to 4 0  per Cent 

of provincial Crown lands; those lands that were considered "vacant" or 

had  been  Crown-leased. 

Once  formed, the Department of Forests retained sole responsibility for 

administration of Crown timber under the Forest Act, and legal 

jurisdiction over more than 50 per cent of the province (Ward 1 9 7 6 ) .  

This  was the beginning of the  end of the Inter-Agency Phase and 

initiated the progression'towards the present Dominant  Purpose Agency. 

The DOE was renamed the Ministry of Environment in 1977 and the 

Ministry of Forests was formally created in 1978. 

The  Parks Branch role grew during the 1970s and, in 1971, B.C. became 

the first province to establish ecological reserves under  the 

Ecological Reserves Act. Together with a strengthened Park  Act in 

1978 ,  the Ecological Reserves Act provided the Parks Branch with 

increased control over its  land  base. While early parks had been 

established to meet tourism and recreation demands, the  new Park Act 

added a strong conservation mandate. 

2 . 2 . 2  Forestry 

Until 1978,  Crown land allocation and some management responsibilities 

lay with the Ministry of Lands,  Forests and Water Resources. The 

Ministry of Forests Act of 1978 established the Ministry of Forests and 

assigned it responsibility for planning and managing lands designated 

as provincial forests. This action diminished the role and power of 

13 



ELUC by placing the vast majority of Crown  lands under the jurisdiction 

of the Ministry of Forests. 

The  Pcarse Commission of 1976 paved way for further revisions to the 

FOKCSt Act in 1978, including provisions for the designation of Crovn 

lands as provincial forests,  setting of harvest rates, conversion of 

PSYUs to Timber  Supply Areas (TSAs), establishment of the Small 

Business Enterprise Program (SEEP) ,  and creation of Timber  Sale  and 

Woodlot Licenses. 

Summary: Prior to the enactment of the  Ministry of Forests Act in 

1978, planning during this phase was highly integrated. ELUC  was  the 

major policy development and inter-agency coordination vehicle and 

RRMCs provided coordination at the  regional level. Integrated resource 

management was initiated and diffused through these central  and 

regional mechanisms. Products of this phase include guidelines for I 
benefit-cost analysis  and  procedures for environmental impact 

assessment developed by the ELUC Secretariat. This phase also saw the 

creation of the Ministry of Environment and  the Ministry of Forests. 

3 .0  CURRENT B . C .  CROWN LAND PLANNING PROCESS 

This section reviews the recent evolution of Crown land administration 

and provides a detailed discussion of the legislative mandates, 

organizational structures and planning processes of agencies involved 

in Crown land allocation and management. 

1980-present Dominant Purpose Aqency Phase 

Throughout the  past decad.e most of the integration efforts developed in 

the 7 9 7 0 s  have been dismantled and replaced by one dominant purpose 

agency: the Ministry of Forests. Much of this dismantling occurred in 

response to government restraint and down-sizing through the recession. 

During this  time,  RRMCs were abolished in 1983, Regional Districts were 

stripped of planning responsibilities, the number of Resource 

Management Regions  was reduced from eight to  five, and resource 

ministry staffing was cut by approximately 30-40 per cent. With the 

dismantling of RRMCs, the Ministry of Forests' leadership became more 

pronounced while creating a vacuum at  the regional level with respect 

to coordination of resource management programs and integrated resource 

management. 

The ELUC Secretariat was dissolved in September 1980  and its staff was 

distributed to other ministries. The Ministry of Intergovernmental 

Relations now serves as secretary to ELUC which continues  to  handle 

such matters as appeals from the Agricultural Land Commission. ELUC's 

former role in  policy development and inter-ministry coordination is 

15 
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performed tQ some degree by its successor, the Cabinet Committee on 

Sustainable  Development created in 1990 through the amalgamation of 

E L K  and the Cabinet Committee on Economic Development. 

Today the Ministry of Crown  Lands  and the Ministry of Environment 

continue to manage their reduced land bases and provide procedural 

approval of other departmental  decisions, but have very limited roles 

in provincial land allocation. The Ministry of Forests presently 

controls the bulk ( 8 5 % )  of the land base (see Figure 2 ) .  

The  current phase commenced with enactment of the  Ministry of Forests 

- Act (MoF Act) and the Forest Act in 1978. The MoF Act places renewed 
emphasis on resource management and requires periodic reviews of 

Ministry programs, including a Ten Year Forest and  Range Resource 

Analysis and a Five Year Forest  and Range Resource Program. Greater 

recognition has  also been given t o  strategic supply and demand 

analysis. Requirements for Timber Supply Area planning began in 

earnest during the 1980s with implementation of sustained yield and 

integrated resource management policies for provincial forests. 

Additional  amendments have been made to the Forest Act.  In 1987 the i 

Forest Act was  amended to recognise wilderness as a resource in 

provincial forests. This amendment gave the Ministry of Forests the 

responsibility to consider wilderness in integrated resource management 

planning. More recently, in July of 1990, the Ministry of Forests 

adopted an Integrated Resource Planning Policy and an Integrated 

16 

Figure 2.  British Columbia  Land  Ownership and Crown Land Jurisdictions ~ 
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Resource Management Policy for management on provincial forests. These 

policies provide a definition of integrated resource  management  and 

clarify  principles  and  procedures for its implementation. 

Currently,  the main agencies which administer  the  allocation  and 

management of provincial Crown  lands  include the Ministry of Forests 

(MoF), the Ministry of Crown  Lands, Ministry of Parks, Ministry of 

Environment  and the Ministry of Energy,  Mines  and  Petroleum Resources. 

Othe'r ministries  are  consulted or become  active  participants when 

planning for resource development requires their input.  in addition, a 

number of review processes and Commissions  have overriding authority 

for specific land uses. Contentious  resource issues are elevated to 

the political level where the Cabinet Committee on Sustainable 

Development and the full Cabinet  adjudicates  the process. The 

institutional structure for planning and  allocation of Crown  lands in 

B.C.  is displayed in Figure 3 .  

Jurisdiction or management authority for Provincial Crown lands 

depends on how the  land has been designated. Cabinet is responsible 

f o r  designating Crown lands for specific uses,  subject to statutes 

approved and enacted by the Legislature,  and  for establishing broader 

policies and programs. In addition,  the  Cabinet  Committee on 

Sustainable  Development is responsible for resolving land use 

conflicts. At the Ministry level of land use planning,  consideration 

for different land and resource uses is conducted through inter- 

Figure 3. 
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ministerial  referral  processes  such  as those for Timber  Supply  Area 

(TSA) plans. 

Each of the  main  agencies  which  administer  the  allocation  and 

management of Crown  lands  are  reviewed in the  following  sections. 

20 

3.1 WINISTRY OF FORESTS 

3.1.1 Legislative  Mandate 

The  Ministry  of  Forests is the  primary  Ministry  responsible  for  Crown 

land  use  planning in B.C. and  operates  under  three  interlocking  pieces 

of legislation:  the  Ministry of Forests  Act  (RSBC 1979, c.272), the 

Forest  Act  (RSBC 1979, c . 1 4 0 )  and  the  Range Act (RSBC 1979). The 

Ministry of Forests  was  formally  established by the  Ministry of Forests 

- Act of 1978  which  also set's an  administrative  structure  and  specifies 

the  Ministry's  major  objectives  and  powers.  The  Forest Act sets out 

planning  guidelines  and  policies. 

The  Ministry of Forests Act established  the  Ministry of Forests (MoF), 

directed by the  Minister of Forests.  Purposes  of  the MoF include 

encouraging  the  attainment of maximum  productivity of a multiple  use 

system  for  range  and  forest  lands  and a number of statutory  functions. 

Basic  purposes of the  Ministry  are  established in Section 4 of the - MoF 

Act: - 
. . .-to: 
(a)  encourage  maximum  productivity  of  the  forest  and  range 

resources in the  Province: 

(b)  manage,  protect  and  conserve  the  forest  and  range resources 
of the  Crown,  having  regard  to  the  immediate  and long  term 
economic  and  social  benefits  they  may  confer  on  the province; 

(c)  plan  the use of the  forest  and  range  resources of the  Crown, 

of fisheries,  wildlife,  water,  outdoor  recreation  and  other 
so that  the  production of timber  and  forage,  the  harvesting 

consultation  and  cooperation  with  other  ministries  and 
natural  resource  values  are  coordinated  and  integrated, in 

agencies of the  Crown  and  with  the  private  sector: 

(dl encourage a vigorous,  efficient  and  world  competitive  timber 
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( e )  

Sect ion 

requires 

processing  industry in 

assert  the  financial 

the Province: and 

interest of  the  Crown in its forest and 
range  resources in a systematic and equitable manner. 

4(c)  provides  the  mandate for  integrated  resource  planning and 

"consultation  and  cooperation ... with the private  sector" 
where  the  "private  sector" is interpreted by the MoF to  include  the 

public. 

The MoF Act also  requires  the  Minister to prepare a forest and range 

resource  analysis every ten years  containing  an  inventory of resources, 

a description of provincial forest and range management  programs, and a 

summary of new developments in public  policy  that  may  affect forest and 

range  resources. A five  year  forest  and  range  resource  program is 

required  annually.  Annual  reports  provide  information on progress 

towards  meeting  objectives  outlined in these  documents. 

The  balance of the Ministry's  mandate is contained in the  Forest Act 

and  the  Ranqe Act which,  together,  give  the MOP the  authority to manage 

all  Crown forest and  range  resources in the province. In  addition, 

these  Acts  define  the  overall  framework  within  which  the public and 

private  resource  interests in resource  management  will be accommodated. 

The  Forest Act establishes provincial'forests and  provides for their 

licensing,  control  and ma 

supply of timber (Vance 

t h i s  Act are  recreational 

uses. 

intenancc in all  phases of utilization  for  the 

1990). Also  recognised and provided for in 

, wildlife,  fisheries,  watershed  and  other 

Under the Forest Act, the  Chief  Forester in the MOP may classify land 

as forest  land 

"if the  greatest  contribution  to  the  social and economic 
welfare of the  province will be provided i f  land is 
predominantly  maintained in successive  crops of trees,  forage 
or both, or maintained  as  wilderness"  (Section 4). 

Recommendations for forest land classification  are  forwarded from  the 

districts level to the  Chief  Forester  and  further  to  Cabinet  which  has 

the authority to designate  any forest land as  provincial forest. Any 

Tree  Farm  Licence  area is deemed a provincial forest (Ince  and  Pereboom 

1984). 

Within the Forest Act,  the MoF is mandated to: classify  and  inventory 

forest land,  determine  the  Allowable  Annual Cut (AAC), and  dispose of 

timber  and manage  harvests  subject  to  integrated  resource  management 

considerations  under a diverse set of tenures. 

Under  Sections 3 and 4 of the  Forest  Act,  wilderness  is  confirmed as a 

legitimate use of provincial  forests  (BC  MoF 1989). The Forest Act 

empowers  Cabinet to give  priority  to  wilderness  resources by 

designating  parts of the  provincial  forest  as  "wilderness areas". 

Lands  under  this  designation must be managed  to  preserve  wilderness 

values, or in a manner  consistent  with  preserving  its  wilderness 

nature. Although  mineral  exploration and  development^ is not 

specifically  prohibited in wilderness  areas,  such  activity must be 

approved by the  Mine  Development  Review  Process of the  Ministry of 

Energy, Mines and  Petroleum  Resources. 
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The MoF's Public Involvement Program is governed by Ministry policy, 

but  is not specifically mandated by legislation (other than the 

reference made above  to Section 4(c) of the MoF Act). The overall 

goal of the program is "to improve forest management by including 

social  aspects in forest management decisions" (BC MoF 1984b). The 

current public involvement policy was  adopted in 1983 after a 

consultative  process with interested publics from across the province. 

Recognizing  the need for dynamic policies, this policy i s  intended to 

be responsive to changing public dersnds and resource management needs 

and is subject to periodic reviews (BC MoF 1984b) . 2 

I The Ministry of Forests  also  administers the Ranqe Act. The Ranqe Act 
is the vehicle by which private individuals may use Crown range. The 

Chief Forester and regional forest managers have duties under this Act. 

A range director assists in the administration of Crown  range, 

specifying areas where licenses may  be issued, recommending range 

management standards and objectives, and providing technical advice. A 

system of permits and  licenses is established to regulate grazing and 

hay cutting on Crown range. Before licenses may be issued for an  area, 

the regional forest manager must approve a "planned grazing system" for ~ 

use of land for grazing and  the dispersal of livestock over the land 

(Ince and Pereboom 1984). 

3.1.2 Organizational Structure 

The Ministry of Forests is structured administratively into three 

levels: a headquarters in Victoria, six regions and forty three 

districts. Each level carries out administrative functions relating to 

the three program areas: timber, range and recreation. An 

organizational chart of the MoF is provided in Figure 4 .  

Government policy direction and program funding are established at 

headquarters level by the Ministry executive. Headquarters staff is 

responsible for developing planning policy and procedure, directing the 

Ministry's public involvement program, assisting the Chief Forester's 

determination of the annual allowable cut  (AAC) for TSAs and TFLs, 

providing technical support for planning throughout the Ministry, and 

monitoring regional planning activities (BC MoF 1983). 

j 
Branches within headquarters develop policy and procedural guidelines i ! 
to facilitate consistent implementation by districts. Administration 

and planning is carried out by  the Resources Planning Section. Roles 

of this section include: assisting in the preparation of TSA Resources 

Management Plans and Local  Resource Use Plans; reviewing TFL Management 

and Working Plans and supporting documents: carrying out timber supply 

analyses; coordinating interagency liaison: consulting the  public: and 

j 

i 
I 

i I 
' For a comprehensive  account of the Ministry of Forests Public 

please refer to Vance (1990) and the background paper prepared for the 
Involvement Process  and its application to the MoF planning process, 

Forest Resources  Commission on this subject. 
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Figure 4 .  Organization of the Ministry of Forests 

I 

I 

addressing environmental issues 

Involvement Coordinator is also 
(Nieren 1 9 9 0 ) .  The Provincial Public 

included in headquarters staff. 

Within the Resources Planning Section, the Forest Resource Analysis 

group  plays an important role in conducting timber supply analyses of 

TSAS. The future supply of timber over the short term (twenty years) 

and long term (two hundred years) is projected using forest planning 

models which incorporate . specific information and management 

assumptions. 

Development of policies to ensure effective management of the 

Province's TFL system and other forms of tenure found within TSAs is 

the responsibility of Timber Harvesting Branch. Other responsibilities 

of this branch include reviewing TFL Management and Working Plans 

prepared by licensees  and coordinating the government review of TFL 

applications. Inventory Branch maintains and  coordinates an updated 

inventory program for the Province's forest land base. 

Regional functions include the interpretation of provincial policies in 

a regional  context, and the establishment of regional guidelines and 

priorities to meet program goals. A primary regional function is 

ensuring consistent and effective administration of policies and plans 

originating from headquarters. TSA Planning Coordinators and Planning 

Officers are responsible for coordinating and monitoring TSA planning 

functions,  although  this role is presently being decentralized to 

districts (Niezen 1 9 8 9 ) .  
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Districts  are structured to implement programs  and  policies in 

accordance  with regional guidelines and district  procedures (BC MOP 

1984a) .  District level staff are responsible for implcmeqting TSA 

plans,  adjudicating and monitoring  resource  development  plans, and 

providing liaison with other ministries to  ensure that natural 

resources are properly integrated into timber harvesting plans. 

Figure 5 .  Forest  Planning  Framework 

3.1.3 Planning Process 

As  discussed  earlier,  the Ministry of Forests Act,  the Forest Act and 

the Ranqe Act give the Ministry of Forests a  broad mandate to carry out 

integrated resource planning on Crown land. Other ministries are 

consulted  to determine their program objectives and how these interact 

with Ministry of Forests programs. 

Today, forest planning is conducted  through a hierarchical framework 

consisting of five planning levels: provincial policies, regional 

priorities, forest management planning, local resource use planning and 

resource development planning (see Figure 5 ) .  A sumnary of plans which 

result from these planning initiatives is provided in Figure 6.  

Planning within the Ministry of Fortsts  continues to  evolve. Two 

policies for Integrated Resource  Planning and Integrated Resource 

Management for Provincial forest lands were adopted in 1990. These 

policies provide a definition of integrated resource management and 
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clarify principles for integrated resource planning. Integrated 

resource management is defined by the MoF as "a process which 

identifies and considers all resource values  along with social, 

economic and environmental needs" and which "assigns resource use  and 

management emphasis based on present uses, the mix  of benefits 

produced, the continued capability of the land to produce benefits and 

social preferences." Integrated resource use planning is defined as 

a flexible and  consultative decision-making process which 
examines the interaction of various  resources,  resource uses, 
developme'nts and  trends,  and provides for interaction with 
stakeholders in the search for information,  shared  values, 
consensus and action that is both feasible and acceptable to 
the parties involved (BC MoF 1990). 

The Resource Planninq Manual is also undergoing revisions and a (draft) 

revised third chapter on Resource Management Planning reflects this 

focus on the implementation of integrated resource planning (BC MoF 

1990). Recent changes  to the planning process include the subdivision 

of TSAs i n t o  "Resource Emphasis Areas" (REA) through a type of zoning 

exercise, and the use of district planning committees to ensure that 

the interests of all affected agencies  are considered . The Ministry's 

planning process is designed to be flexible to  account for regional 

differences and circumstances,  and plans are intended to be flexible to 

account for  changes in information,  needs and values (Niezen 1990). 

3 

The following sub-sections discuss the purposes and products of the 

geographically referenced data through the adoption of an Analytical 
Other changes in the planning process include the utilization of 

Framework for Integrated Resources Management (AFIRM) (still in a 
developmental stage) (see Appendix 1 ) .  
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five planning levels in the hierarchical framework . Tree  Farm  License 

planning is conducted by the  licensee through the development of  a 

Management and Working Plan using a three-tiered planning process. 

This process corresponds  to the Forest Management Planning,  Local 

Resource Use Planning  and  Resource  Development  Planning  processes  which 

follow. 

4 

3 .1 .3 .1  Provincial Planning 

Provincial planning is undertaken to establish broad provincial 

policies. These policies are 3eveloped within the context of 

government priorities and its view  of society's priorities  and  goals, 

and correspond  to the Forest Minister's own policies  and goals. 

Examples of provincial policies include the Public Involvement Policy, 

the Integrated Resource Planning Policy and the new policy framework 

for managing wilderness in provincial forests. Ministry policy is 

approved by the Deputy Minister and documented in the Ministry's Policy 

Macual. 

The Ministry of Forests Ten Year Forest and Range Resource Analysis  and 

the Five Year Forest and Range Program are prepared through the 

provincial planning process. The Resource  Analysis  provides an account 

of provincial  resources and consists of an inventory of the forest and 

range  resources, a description of the extent of forestry activities,  an 

analysis of trends and forecasts,  and a description of the programs 

methods used in resource management plann 
Appendix I provides a discussion of 

to achieve these purposes and products. 
ing and development planning 
the processes and analytical 
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undertaken. The last Resource Analysis w'as prepared in 1984 and is  to 

be prepared every ten  years thereafter. The Five Year Forest and Range 

Program, required annually by statute, is intended to direct the 

integrated management program and  sets broad priorities and targets 

based on the supply and demand evaluation of the Resource Analysis. 

At the provincial level, the  Chief Forester sets the Allowable Annual 

Cut (AAC) for each TSA/TPL and aggregates these for the province. 

Headquarters staff provide policy direction and procedural guidance €or 

regional staff, monitor regional planning activities, and provide 

technical support in the form of timber supply analyses 

Public participation is not officially required a 

level. When used, public participation at this level 

t 

i 

by briefs from organizations  to  ministers 

commissions, formal conferences and political adv 

1 9 8 1 ) .  

the provincial 

s characterized 

or Cabinet, royal 

isory groups (BC MoF 

3 .1 .3 .2  Regional  Priorities 

There  are six forest regions in the  province. within the context of 

provincial policies and  goals and under the Regional Managers's 

direction, regional staff are responsible for coordinating planning 

activities with industry and other ministries. Regional priorities are 

developed in the form of tentative timber, range and recrea 

production targets set for TSAs and TFLs in each region. To date 

regional plans have been completed or drafted: priorities 
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production  targets  have  simply been  established. This is accomplished 

through  an  informal  process of consultation  and  discussion  with  the 

forest  industry  and  the  regional  resource  managers of other  government 

agencies  (Vance 1990). 

Regional  managers  assess resource  management  priorities  and  allocate 

resources  to  District  Managers for timber,  range  and  recreation 

management  programs  within  TSAs  and TFLs. Regional  coordination is 

provided for inter-ministry  activities  and for the  preparation of TSA 

plans  with  appropriate  public  involvement  proceduris.  Monitoring  and 

district  performance is also  provided at the  regional 

' 1983). 

evaluation of 

level (BC MoF 

3.1 .3.3 Forest  Management  Planning 

Forest  management  planning  forms  the  strategic  basis for developing  and 

coordinating  forestry  programs  carried out by the  ministry  and 

licensees. This  constitutes  the  highest  level at  which comprehensive 

planning  takes  place for B.C.'s forest  resources.  Most of the planning 

effort is focussed  here and  this is the first level at which  actual 

plans (resource management plans)  are prepared;  plans  are  developed for 

the  lower  three  planning  levels Only. 

The  MoF  planning  framework  also  divides  the  planning  process into  seven 

steps  which form a systematic  approach  to  dealing  with  planning 

problems  the  resource  planner  may encounter. The  planning  steps are: 

1. Preliminary organization 
2 .  Information assembly 
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3. Analysis 
4. Evaluation of options 
5. Selection of an option 
6. Implementation 
7. Monitoring 

The  relationship of these  steps  to  the  TSA  and  TPL  planning  processes 

is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, and  outlined in greater  detail in 

Appendix 1. 

Forest  management  planning  for  individual TFLs and TSAs provides  the 

link between  broad,  largely  non-quantitative,  provincial  and  regional 

level  policies  and  priorities,  and  more  detailed,  area-specific 

resource use and  resource  development  plans (BC MoF 1983). 

Resource  management  plans  are  developed  and  maintained for each  TSA  and 

TFL  (see  Figures 7 and 8 for flowcharts of the  TSA  Resource  Management 

Planning  process  and  the  TFL  Management  and  Working  Plan  (TFL  MSWP) 

planning  process 1 .  The  Forest  Service  develops  and  revises TSA 

Resource  Management  Plans on a regular  basis for each TSA. Similarly, 

TFL holders  (licensees)  develop TFL Management and Working  Plans  (TFL 

MhWPs) for each TFL. Forest  management  planning  determines the  rate of 

harvest  for timber  and its subsequent  apportionment,  allocation  among 

tenures  and  licenses,  and  the  location of licensee's 20-year supplies 

of Crown  timber  (BC  MoF 1985). The  resulting  TSA  Resource  Management 

Plans  and  TFL MhWPs constitute  guidelines for resource  management  and 

set  out strategic  resource  management  goals and objectives  for  timber, 

range,  recreation  and  other  resources,  resource  use  assumptions  and 
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Figure 8. Tree Farm License  Management and Working  Plan  Process 
TREE  FARM LICENCE MANAGEMENT  AND WORKING  PLAN PLANNING  PROCESS. 

RIVI¶EO TFL YWP 

IMPLEMENTAIIW 

(Source: Andrews and B i g m a n  1986) 



designated  supply  areas for the  next 20 years  (Vance 1990). Five year 

Management  Working  Plans for TFLs set the  approved AAC for each  license 

area  and  outline  objectives for timber  harvesting,  forest  protection 

and integrated  resource  management. 

Yield  analysis  calculations  are used in the  determination of TSA/TFL 

Allowable  Annual  Cut levels. Resource  management  plans  are  prepared 

every  five  years, or sooner if required. Overall  coordination  for 

forest management  planning is a regional responsibility. 

Resource  Management  Plans for TSAs contain: 

6) 

7 )  

descriptions of resource  management  issues and  objectives 
(including  other  agency  objectives); 

quantitative,  short-term  and long-range  forecasts); 
targets for timber,  range and recreation  (expressed  as 

resource use assumptions  underlying  these  production targets: 

maps  showing  resource  emphasis  decisions: 

management  strategies for achieving  the  production  targets for 
timber,  range  and recreation: 

management  direction  including  integrated  resource  use  guidelines 

and 
for preparing  Local  Resource Use and  Resource  Development  Plans; 

license  timber  harvesting  areas  over the  next 20 years [BC MoF 
1990) .  

Detailed  tactical  integrated  resource  plans  (Local  Resource  Use  Plans 

and resource  development  plans)  are  linked  to  these broader strategic 

plans. 

Public involvement in TSA planning is conducted 

3a 

in accordance  with 

Ministry public  involvement  policies  and  procedures. .The Ministry is 

required  to  notify  the  public  about  opportunities  for input. Public 

consultation is provided  during  the  following  stages:  issue 

identification stage: review of draft terms of reference:  review of the 

TSA Options Report:'prior to  the  determination of an AAC: and  through a 

public  review of draft TSA plans  before  the  approval  of  final,  revised 

TSA  plans. 

TSA planning  is  managed by TSA committees with Ministry of Forests  and 

licensee  representation,  and is conducted for a 20 year  period  with 

reviews  required  every 5 years. Recently, the MoF proposed  the 

creation of district  planning  committees  to  prepare  these plans. TSA 

planning will then be assisted by two  types of committees: a district 

planning  committee  and a TSA Steering  Committee  (already  existing). 

District  planning  committees  are  still at a developmental  stage, but 

their  role  has been identified.  Appointed by the  District  Manager,  the 

district  planning  committee  will be chaired by a Ministry of Forests 

planner  and  comprised of representatives from each of the  resource 

agencies most directly  affected.  When  formed,  the  district  planning 

committee  will  include  representatives from  the TSA Steering  Committee 

who  will  advise  and  provide  information  and  assist  planners on the 

timber  resource  analysis or other  technical  matters  as required. 

Representatives from other  agencies may also  chair subcmmittees 

dealing with specific  issues,  and  these  bodies  will  provide  technical 

expertise to  flesh out feasible options.  Relevant  licensed resource 

users may also be included on these  subcommittees.  The  district 
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planning committee will be  the main committee involved in the 

preparation of Resource Management Plans. Public involvement will also 

be at the discretion of this committee. 

TSA Steering  Committees 'consist of representatives from  the Ministry of 

Forests, resource agencies that promote other, non-timber forest and 

environmental resources like  the Ministry of Environment and federal 

Fisheries, and forest industry representatives who  advise on technical 

matters  such as timber resource analysis  (Vance 1990). This committee 

is convened on  an "as needed" basis under the  direction of the Regional 

or District Manager with representatives selected to reflect specific 

needs of the  area. The Steering Committee focuses on timber issues and 

advises  on the development of management options,  conflict resolution 

between operators and other  resource  users,  environmental, wildlife and 

fish habitat issues,  recommendations  for the resolution of various 

industry, environment and  agency  concerns, and specific management 

issues as they arise  (Vance 1990). A permanent body, the Steering 

Committee functions during the forest management planning process in 

the development of terms of reference, review of  analysis reports, and 

assisting in the development of Options Reports. 

The planning process for TFL Management and Working Plans is summarised 

in Figure 8. TFL planning is similar to TSA planning except that 

planning is done by the licensee with Ministry consultation and 

technical review, and Chief Forester approval. Steering  committees are 

not  part  of the planning structure on TFLs  and  opportunities for public 

participation are limited to  two stages in the planning process:  public 

submissions are solicited when planning for  a Management and Working 

Plan is initiated, and the public is invited to review the contents of 

completed draft Management and Working Plans. 

I 
I 
i 

1 

1 
1 
I 

i 
! 

Under  the supervision of an Operations Manager, the Planning Resource 

Officer and the Timber Resource Officer are responsible for planning 

TSAs as well as reviewing and giving direction to TFL Management and 

Working Plans (Niezen 1989). Ultimate approval of both of these plans 

is given by the Chief Forester of the Ministry of Forests. The 

Minister of Forests  approves the apportionment plans for TSAs. Plan 

implementation is the responsibility of District staff who use these 

plans to establish forest management program proposals for  the 

Ministry's Five Year Program. Monitoring involves  all levels of  staff. 

A recent addition to  the resource management planning process is  the 

sub-division of TSA units into "Resource  Emphasis  Areas"  (REAS) to 

assist in identifying resource use issues more clearly. By sub- 

dividing TSAS into homogeneous planning units defined on the basis of 

similar features, resource potentials, management requirements and 

operational  constraints or combinations of these  (BC  MoF 1990), REAs 

may then be placed into general use and management categories and 

assigned site-specific prescriptions. Categorization of REAs  also 

helps in  the definition of analytical needs and identification  of 

resource use conflicts. ~ 
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Once  plotted on  TSA maps, the  Resource  Emphasis  Area designations will 

be discussed with  the  district  planning committee, the TSA Committee 

and  the  public. Map labels are used  to  indicate  resource  use 

preferences  and  constraints to other  resource  users  (BC MoF 1990). 

Through this  form of zoning exercise, issues and  needs may  be 

identified for a  particular  area  for a13 stakeholders.  Objectives 

articulated for all resources  may  then  be used in a process of 

negotiation to achieve  consensus  amongst  resource  managers in the 

allocation of forest  lands.  Each  issue or concern is incorporated  into 

the development of options  for  consideration in the  planning  process . 5 

3 . 1 . 3 . 4  Local  Resource Use Planning 

Local  Resource Use Planning is used  to  resolve  multiple  resource  use 

conflicts for areas within TSAs and TFLs designated for development. 

Local  Resource Use Plans (LRUPs)  set  out  area-specific  integrated 

resource  management  objectives  and  prescriptions  and  are  prepared  for 

smaller  geographic  areas  within  the TSAs and  TFLs.  These  plans are 

used to establish  a  compatible  set of resource  guidelines  and 

Objectives  that  enable  resource  development  planning  to proceed, 

particularly in response  to  perceived  resource  use  conflicts.  Planning 

at this level is conducted on an  "as-needed" basis. Local  resource  use 

planning is initiated to resolve  multiple  resource use conflicts or 

when  more  intensive analysis and  planning is required  within  Timber 

Supply  Areas and Tree Farm Licenses. The use of this  level of planning 

This process assists in defining  analytical  needs  and in 
identifying  resource  use conflicts and  is  discussed in greater  detail 
i n  Appendix 1 .  
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and  the  form it takes  corresponds  directly to  the  potential  for 

conflict . 

The  goal of Local  Resource  Use  Planning is to fully  account  for  non- 

timber values, and to minimize  the  environmental  impact of logging  (BC 

MOF 1 9 8 5 ) .  Planning is generally  conducted on a  watershed  level  and 
! 

j 
~ the  type  of  action  is  dependent on the  questions being  dealt  with. 
~ 

i Currently, there are approximately 400 LRUPs in the  province  (Vance 

1990), including  those  prepared  for  areas  such  as South Moresby, the 

Lower Stikine, and  Mearts  Island. 

Local  Resource Use Plans  specify  how  timber  harvesting (or  range  and 

recreational  development)  should  take  place.  Specific  objectives  and 

constraints  for  integrated  resource  use  are  specified  and  the onus is 

placed on  the  licensee to prepare  and  submit to the  Forest  Service  a 

Development  Plan  which  complies  with  the  Local  Resource  Use  Plan 

requirements  (BC MOP 1 9 8 5 ) .  

~ 

i 

! 

Local  resource  use  planning may  range from  consultation  between 

government agencies, to task  forces  and joint  planning teams:  the 

I choice  will  reflect the local  situation.  Again,  the  complexity of this 
process  and  the  extent of public  involvement  will  depend  upon  the 

potential  for  resource use impacts  and  conflicts.  Community  watershed 

plans,  coordinated  resource  management  plans  and  resource folio plans 

may  be  used to resolve  resource  use conflicts and  establish  integrated 

resource  use  management  guidelines  for  local areas within TSAs  and 
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TFLs. This process usually provides a five- to ten-year development 

perspective. District staff are  responsible  for  Local  Area Resource 

Planning. The responsibility for resource use decisions is also 

dependent upon  the potential for'resource use impacts and conflicts, 

and  ranges from the District Manager to MOP headquarters. 

3 . 1 . 3 . 5  Resource  Development Planning 

Resource development planning addresses  specific parts of TSAs or TFLs 

and outlines the details'  of how resource development will actually take 

place on those areas. Methods, schedules and responsibilities for 

accessing, harvesting, renewing and  protecting  the resource are 

specified to enable site-specific operations to  proceed. The resource 

management plan strategies  and integrated resource management 

objectives identified through local resource use planning are used. 

Resource  development planning occurs  at two levels: five year Resource 

Development  Plans broadly outline proposed cut-blocks and preharvest 

silviculture  prescriptions, and annual operational plans  detail the 

logistics for resource use development. 

Five  year Resource  Development  plans provide more specific planning 

and a rational framework for the entire planning unit in which 

operational planning can be conducted. Cutting permits which outline 

specific cut-block boundaries and list conditions or harvest 

restrictions to protect non-timber resources are 

operating plans. 

4 4  

included in the 

Examples of resource development plans include: those required for  the 

implementation of a TFL Management and Working Plan (TFL MKWP); 

resource development plans required of Forest License and Timber Sale 

License timber tenures within TSAs;  Range Unit Plans: and  others  such 

as recreational site development plans,  silviculture development plans 

and major road development plans (BC MoF 19831. 

Resource assessments are conducted  to  provide a perspective of all 

resources in  the planning unit,  to provide information and 

prescriptions for non-timber resources, and an outline of the total, 

harvestable timber producing area. 

In the  case of TFLs, licensees draft resource development plans for 

approval by the District Manager. These plans provide specific 

information regarding harvesting and forestry projects in  the license 

areas and are supplemented by annual updates. Comments obtained 

through consultation with other government agencies and from public 

reviews must be incorporated by the licensee. Preharvest silvicultural 

prescriptions prepared by the  licensee must be approved by the MoF. 

These  documents  provide  specific timber and topographic information 

,ing  areas  and provide licensees  with the authority 

in designated areas according to specific 

1989) .  

from proposed harvest 

to harvest timber 

requirements (Niezen 
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3.2 MINISTRY OF CROWN LANDS 

3.2.1 Legislative Mandate 

The Land Act (RSBC 1979, c.214) provides.the Ministry of Crown Lands 

with the authority to administer  those  Crown  lands not specifically 

designated to the  control of any  other  Ministry, branch or agency of 

the Provincial government. This  area comprises  379,606 hectares or 

0.4% of the provincial land base (BC MoCL 1989a). 

The main purpose of the Land Act is  to regulate  the  disposition of 

Crown land in  B.C. A number of other provincial ministries  have power 

to use Crown  lands  for special purposes. For example, the Minister of 

Transportation and Highways may designate Crown land as a highway under 

the Hiqhway Act (Ince and Pereboom 1984). 

3.2.2 Organizational  Structure 

The Ministry of Crown  Lands has eight regional offices throughout the 

province. Below the Ministerial level of decision making, authority is 

designated to  a Land Commissioner and then to Regional Directors. Much 

of  the administrative work is delegated to a Senior  Lands  Officer. 

3.2.3 Planning Process 

The Land Disposition  Referral  Procedure is the main Crown land review 

process and  applies  to applications for  new  and replacement land 

tenures as well as to proposals for reserves, designations and 

notations under  the Land Act (Andrews  and Higman 1 9 8 6 ) .  The purpose of 
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into the decision-mak 

commissioner. 

4 7  

this procedure is to obtain the  highest and best use of Crown  land,  to 

achieve interagency cooperation and to minimize conflicts between 

resource development and environmental protection. 

Allocation of Crown land follows a set of principles including: 

maintaining a quality environment, minimizing conflicts  among potential 

users, making allowance for present users, retaining opportunities for 

growth and  change, type and interest of the tenure, boundaries of the 

tenure,  and any special conditions (BC MoCL 1 9 8 8 ) .  Crown land rights 

take the  form  of fee-simple,  lease, right-of way,  license, and permit 

holdings. 

Requests for the purchase or use  of undeveloped Crown land are referred 

to the  Land Commissioner and then forwarded to interested agencies. 

Upon receiving referral  responses,  the Commissioner provides 

recommendations  to the Regional  Director of the Ministry of Crown 

Lands. If determined to be non-controversial, the proposal is then 

referred to the Deputy Ministers for approval. Public response is 

solicited through publication in  the B.C. Gazette,  local  papers, and 

often  through the posting of notices on site. Incorporation ,of  input 

,ing process is at the discretion of the 



3 . 3  MINISTRY OF PARKS 

The  Ministry of Parks is responsible for administering any protected 

lands  designated by Cabinet  such as Provincial  Parks  and  Ecological 

Reserves.  Provincial  parks  encompass 5,364,501 hectares  and  designated 

Ecological  Reserves  account  for  an  additional 107,321 hectares. In  

total,  the  Ministry of Parks  administers 5.7% of the  provincial land 

base ( B C  MoCL 1989a). 

3.3.1 Legislative  Mandate 

The  Ministry of Parks  administers  the  Park Act (RSBC 1979, c.309) and 

the  Ecoloqical  Reserves Act (RSBC 1979, c.101). The Park Act 

designates  the  Minister of Parks to be responsible for all  resources 

within  park  boundaries. BC Parks' is mandated to administer the 

conditions of the Act. This  Ministry's  mandate is to maintain  a park 

system  "that  will  both  protect -the natural  environment  and  provide 

recreational  opportunities" (BC  MOP 1990a). 

The Park Act is the  primary  statute  controlling  parks in the province. 

It  defines  a "park" as any  Crown  land  established  as  such  under the 

Act. The  legal  position of a p a r k  depends  upon its designation by 

Cabinet  as  Class A, C, or Recreation Area: 

1. Class A: 

Most  parks in B.C. are  Class A Parks  (provincial  parks),  occupying  73% 

of Provincial park lands (BC  MoCL 1989a). These a r e  dedicated  to the 

~ preservation of their  natural  environments for the  inspiration, use and 

enjoyment of the  public (BC  MOP  1990a)  and  are  the most highly 

protected. Land use is severely  restricted in provincial  parks  and  no 

commercial  resource  harvesting is permitted. Permits  are only issued 

for activities  deemed  necessary for the  maintenance of recreational 

values  of  the park. 
~ 

! 

2. Recreation Areas: . 
Park  reserves may be temporarily  classified as Recreation  Areas i f  they 

are  having  mineral  resource  evaluations  done  under  a  time-limited 

tenure. No commercial  logging is permitted on these  lands  and  they may 

become Class A parks upon completion of the  evaluation.  Currently, 

16.7%  of  B.C.'s park lands  are  designated  as  Recreation  Areas  (BC MoCL 

1989a ) .  

Lands  can be added  to  the  park  system  before the  extent 

their  sub-surface  resources  are  known,  although  time-1 

and  value of 

imited  mineral 

claims may be staked for resource  evaluation in newly established 

recreation  areas  (BC  MOP 1990a). These  claims  are  managed by the  Parks 

Branch to  ensure  minimum  disturbance of habitat  over  a  minimum ten year 

period. During  this  time, or after  the  time-limited  tenure  expires, 

the Parks  Branch may seek  reclassification of the  land as  Class A park 

land (BC  MOP 1990a). 
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3. Class C: 

Class "C" or community  parks  represent  a  small  proportion of the  system 

and  are  being  turned  over  to  regional  and municipal governments for 

administration (BC MOP 1990a). In the  meantime,  these  are each 

administered by a  separate  board  appointed by the Minister. 

Under  the  Park Act., in addition  to  designating the class of park, the 

Minister must categorize  parks  according  to  their  purpose (e.9. to 

preserve the environment or ecology).  Park development  must  then be 

consistent  with  the  categorization,  and  permits and leases  must be 

given in accordance with these  purposes  (Ince  and  Pereboom 1984). 

Changes in park boundaries  and  designations are made by Order-in- 

Council or  by passing an amendment  to  the  Park Act (Ince and  Pereboom 

1984). Ad-hoc referrals  remain  the  main  method of incorporating land 

into  the park network,  although BC Parks  is  presently  undergoing a 

public  process for planning  future  additions  to  the  provinc 

system  (see  Section 3.3.3). 

ial parks 

The Park Act is subject  to  the  Environment  and  Land  Use Act  and the 

Waste  Manaqement  Act, but no  others  (Ince  and  Pereboom 19841. 

Municipal by-laws  that are  inconsistent  with  the  Act  may be suspended. 

Cabinet is given  wide  powers  to  make park regulations that are not 

inconsistent  with  the Act. 

The  Park Act also  authorizes  the  establishment of nature  conservancy 
reserves. These  areas  receive  the  highest  protection  and  are usually 

established  within  provincial parks. No natural  resource  extraction 

permits  may be issued  for a  nature  conservancy.  In  addition,  these 

areas  may be declared  ecological  reserves  under  the  Ecoloqical  Reserves 

c Act which empowers  Cabinet  to  reserve  provincial  public  lands for 
ecological  purposes.  Lands  under  such  a  designation  are  reserved 

specifically  to protect t4e  unique  natural  environment of the area. 

Cabinet  has  the  power to  add,  delete or cancel  ecological  reserves 

entirely. However, no lands in an ecological  reserve can be disposed 

of in any way (Ince and Pereboom 1984). To date, 0.1% of B.C.'s Crown 

lands  have been  designated as  Ecological  Reserves  (BC  MoCL 1989a). 

3.3.2 Organizational  Structure 

The  Ministry of Parks is managed out of a  headquarters in Victoria with 

three  regional  offices,  thirteen  zones  and  twenty  nine  districts. 

Proposals for new parks  are  reviewed by headquarters  and by the 

Regional  Director in each  regional office. Upper  level  decisions on 

activities within parks  and  Recreation  Areas  are  made by the  Assistant 

Deputy  Minister,  Deputy  Minster or Minister.  Upper  level decisions on 

new park proposals  are  made by the  Minister  and  Cabinet (Andrew and 

Higman 1986). 

Provincial  Cabinet  has the authority  to  establish  parks  and  Recreation 

Areas,  and  approves park plans  addressing park uses  and park 

boundaries. Contentious  issues  are  referred  to the Cabinet  Committee 
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on Sustainable Development for attention prior to Cabinet approval. ~ 

The Minister of Parks is responsible for approving the Ministry's 

System  Plan and master plans for existing parks. Completion of master 

plans for each park is the responsibility of Park Managers and District 

Managers. 

3.3.3 Planning  Processes 

The Ministry of Parks  policies,  goals  and management principles are ! 

outlined in the policy statement "Striking the Balance" (BC  MOP 1990a). 

This Ministry  has  separate planning processes for the allocation of  new 

parks and for the preparation of plans outlining activities within 

parks. 

i 

I 

3 . 3 . 3 . 1  The Allocation Planning Process 

The overall goal of the Parks system is to achieve representation of 

the diversity of natural  environments found across the province and to 

conserve these in an ecologically sustainable framework. At the same 

time,  this Ministry must provide opportunities for nature appreciation, 

outdoor recreation and environmental education of  the general public 

(BC MOP 1990a). BC Parks is currently undergoing a public process for 

planning future additions to the provincial park system. This 

initiative is intended to assist  BC  Parks in developing an overall plan 

to guide the future of the  Parks System. The public, industry and 

other government agencies are being encouraged  to  actively participate 

in this process. 
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prior to the current "Parks Plan '90" initiative, BC Parks has used the 

following general process to identify new park lands. The Ministry 

has put an overall  systems plan in place outlining criteria for 

identifying  lands  appropriate for incorporation into the  park  network. 

In this  systems  plan, potential park lands  are identified and priorized 

on the basis of  their: relative abundance in the province: relative 

importance as recreational, educational or visual resources;  and 

significance for conservation .of natural features (BC MOP 1990b). 

Areas identified by the parks system plan as having a high  priority, 

and/or areas that have been brought forward by public interest are 

reviewed on an ad-hoc basis by the Ministry. Generally, lands 

identified as having parks potential are designated as Recreation Areas 

first. These  lands are then evaluated for other resource values which 

may include mineral exploration. At the  same time, the Ministry 

undertakes discussions with other ministries to attain agreement on the ~ 

ultimate designation of potential parks. Currently the  Parks Branch is ! 

working on a referral process through which responses of all agencies 

can be coordinated and evaluated. Once the evaluation is complete, 

proposals for new parks will then be routed from Parks headquarters to 

the Deputy  Ministers  Committee on Susta 

Environment and Land Use,  to the Cabinet 

Development,  and then to Cabinet (Munn 1990). 

,inable Development and 

Committee on Sustainable 
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3.3.3.2 Park Management  Plans 

k management  plans  or  "master  plans" comr h m e n t  the  sys tems pl an a 

recreation,  and  wilderness  conservation  (BC  XoP 1990a). Changes to 

nd park or recreation  area  zoning  constitutes  an  amendment  to  the  master 

outline land use planning  within  parks  and  recreation areas. A plan and  therefore  requires  approval of the  Assistant  Deputy Minister. 

comprehensive  document, park master  plans  establish  the  objectives, 

policies  and  strategies  intended to guide  management and development  of 

particular  parks or related  boundaries,  acquisition,  developments, 

resource  management  and  visitor services. Master  plans  are  developed 

for large  (over 5,000 hectares)  parks  subject to  major  resource or  user 

group  conflicts,  high  public interest or  substantial  capital 

development  (Andrews  and  Higman  1986). 

The  Regional  Director  develops  Master  plans  through  discussions with 

relevant  agencies and  contact  with  interested  residents  and 

I organizations.  Inter-ministry  referral  processes  such  as  protocol 

agreements with the  Ministry of Forests  are  used in the  development of 

park  management  plans. 

A sub-regional  system  planning  process  identifies the  general 

conservation  and  recreation  role of each  park and recreation  area. 

Following  resource  inventory and resource  assessment,  a  role  statement 

is developed  for  each park. The  master plan then  defines  more  specific 

objectives for: a) resource  conservation  and  management: b) the types 

and  levels of outdoor  recreation  opportunities to be  provided:  and c) 

the quantity  and  quality of facility  development  necessary. I t  also 

sets  general  guidelines,  as  appropriate  to  direct  further  actions to 

achieve  these  objectives. 

! 

Within  each  park  management  plan,  a  park is also  divided into  zones. 

Zoning within parks  assigns  specific  management  objectives,  and  a list 

of activities  and  facilities  deemed  compatible with  the  natural 

resources for each area. Five  zones  have been identified,  including 

intensive  recreation,  natural  environment,  special  feature,  wilderness 
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3.4  MINISTRY OF ENVIROWllENT 

3.4.1 Legislative  Mandate 

The Ministry of Environment plays a small  role in the planning and 

allocation of provincial Crown lands. The Ministry of Environment Act 

of 1978 forms  the Ministry of Environment  (MoE) which is responsible 

for the maintenance of a quality environment for all living resources, 

including people. The primary mission of the MoE  is  "to  protect, 

restore and enhance  the  integrity, diversity and quality of natural 

ecosystems and human environments." A secondary  objective is " t o  

provide the  best possible array of social and economic benefits from 

the  province's environmental resources" (BC  MoE 1990) .  

The Environment Manaqement Act (S.B.C. 1981 c.14) authorizes the 

Minister of Environment to manage, protect and enhance the environment 

through planning and policy development,  and to develop management 

plans that both provide a framework for environmental decisions and 

match  environmental  priorities with the concerns of other interests. 

Enabling  provisions of this Act direct  this ministry's planning program 

coward the development of sound resource management standards for 

provincial water resources, fish and aquatic 

waste  and  air  (Ince  and  Edwards 1984). 

Specifically, the Environment Manaqement Act 

life,  wildlife  resources, 

empowers  the Minister: 

1 .  to develop  environmental management plans for provincial areas, 
such as the Cowichan Estuary: 

2.  to require that proponents  produce and submit an environmental 
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assessment 
to have an 
determined 

3. to issue 
serious or 

when a proponent's proposal is deemed by the Minister 
adverse environmental impact and its  impact cannot be 
on  the basis of available information: 

an order t o  delay or stop  activities that could have 
irreversible effects on the environment: 

4. to declare environmental emergencies and to  make emergency 
protection orders: and 

5. to appoint a person or committee to conduct an inquiry into 
environmental issues (CCREM 1989). 

The Environment Management Act also established the Environment Appeal 

Board to hear appeals on provincial environmental decisions. 

The Wildlife Act (S.B.C. 1982. c.57) gives the Ministry of Environment 

the mandate to protect and conserve wildlife species  and to regulate 

the consumptive recreational use of wildlife resources in the province. 

The habitat base on which the resource depends is often under  the 

control of other government ministries. However, with Cabinet 

approval, the Minister of Environment may designate Crown land as a 

Wildlife Management Area. These  areas include Management Sanctuaries 

for  the protection of wildlife, and Critical Habitat Areas to protect 

feeding and breeding grounds. Wildlife Management Areas are acquired 

by purchase or gift. 

The Ministry also  administers its mandate under a number of other 

Provincial and Federal acts, including the: Water Act, Water Utility 

- Act,  Fisheries Act  (Canada), Waste Manaqement Act, Pesticide Control 

- Act, and Environment and Land Use Act. 
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3 .4 .2  Organizational  Structure 

The Ministry of Environment's administrative  structure is comprised of 

a headquarters in Victoria and six regional offices throughout the 

province. This Ministry has recently undergone re-organization. 

Headquarters retains the responsibility for program direction and 

policy making while regions maintain responsibility for their 

implementation. Individual branches within headquarters including the 

Wildlife  Branch,  Fisheries  Branch,  and Integrated Management Branch are 

responsible for resource planning for their respective resource areas. 

Operational  plans  are prcpared at the regional level. 

3 . 4 . 3  Planning Process 

This Ministry's mandate for administering provisions of the Wildlife 

- Act  requires that it manage and protect wildlife populations and their 

habitat. Under this Act the Ministry develops integrated resource use 

plans  involving wildlife.  A number of planning processes are used in 

the management of air,  water, wildlife and  fisheries  resources, 

including  Strategic  plans to integrate various environmental management 

programs. Resource management plans and agreements by affected 

resource  agencies  are necessary in the designation of Wildlife 

Management  Areas as they may be situated in provincial forests  (Niezen 

1989). 

Under  the  Environment Management Act, the Ministry of Environment is 

responsible for developing policies for the management, protection and 

use of the  environment: developing environmental management plans: 
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preparing integrated essessment of major project development proposals: 

managing major, unexpected environmental emergencies or  hazards: and 

enforcing environmental protection regulations W O E  1990). 

within the 

policy. 

As the MoE 

integrated planning for specific recreation corridors. 

does not require reallocation of land. Instead, 

cooperatively managed by the existing agencies and  new 

corridor are regulated according to the  qui 

A Recreation Corridor Policy outlines a planning process to achieve 

This policy 

the land is 

uses of land 

delines of the 

has responsibility for the management o f water,  fish and 

wildlife resources in the  province, they are  also involved in 

integrated resource planning of forest lands  through a hierarchy of 

corporate agreements with the Ministry of Forests. These include 

legislation, working plans on Tree  Farm  Licenses and strategic plans on 

Timber Supply  Areas,  Five Year Resource Development  Plans and cutting 

permits. 
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3 .5  UINISTRY OF ENERGY,  MINES AND PETROLEUM RESOURCES 

The  Ministry of Energy,  Mines  and  Petroleum  Resources  responds  to 

development  proposals  from  industrial  sectors.  It  administers 

Guidelines  for  Mineral  Exploration  and  the  Mine  Development  Review 

Process--two of the  review  processes  used to assess  mineral  development 

on  Crown  lands. 

3.5.1 Organizational  Structure 

While  this  Ministry  does  not  have  direct  jurisdictional  authority  over 

Crown  land  allocation,  legislated  rights  exist  under  the  Mineral  Tenure 

- Act (S.B.C. 1988 c.5) for individuals or companies to undertake  mineral 

resource  exploration  over  the  majority of B.C.'s Crown lands. Under 

the  Mineral  Tenure  Act, a mineral  claims  process  is  used  to  secure 

legal  rights  to  mineral  resources.  Access  to a claim  must  be  approved 

by the  Ministry  of  Crown  Lands.  Below  Cabinet  level,  proposals  go 

through  the  Regional  Inspector,  the  Chief  Inspector,  and  finally  the 

Minister  of  MEMPR  who  provides  approval for all  mine  developments 

subject  to  conditions  identified in an  inter-ministry  review.  During 

the  planning  process,  the  mine  proposal  must  be  approved by other 

Ministries  through  the  referral  process of the  Mine  Development  and 

Review  Process. 

A recent  development in the  administration of MEMPR's  mandate  has  been 

the  introduction  of  Bill  59,  the  Mine  Development  Assessment  Act,  which 

will  formalize  the  Mine  Development  Review  Process  (Ringstad 1990). TO 
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i date,  this  Bill  has  heard  third  reading in the  provincial  legislature 

and  will  become  legislation  once  regulations  are  prepared. An 

additional  change to the  adminstration of this  process  has  been  the 

replacement  of  ELUC  with  the  Cabinet Committee  on  Sustainable 
i 

I Development  as t-he sponsor  of  the process. ! 

i 
I 
~ 3.5.2 Planning  Process 
! Overlying  the  regular  planning  and  allocation  mechanisms  provided by 

the  Ministries of Forests,  Crown  Lands,  and  Parks,  additional  processes 

have  been  developed  for  project-specific  designations.  MEMPR 

administers  the  "Guidelines  for  Mineral  Exploration"  and  the  Mine 

Development  Review  Process:  two  mechanisms  used in provincial  land-use 

delineation. 

3.5.2.1 Guidelines  for  Mineral  Exploration 

Mineral  tenures  give  rights  to  mineral  resources  on  property  staked by 

a person  making a claim.  Once a mineral  claim is made  and  approved by 

the  Regional  Inspector,  the  claimant  has  the  legal  right  to  those 

resources.  In  order to retain a claim,  the  claimant  must  pay  an  annual 

fee  and  submit  proof of activity  related  to  development of further 

exploration  of  that  claim  (BC  MEMPR  1989a).  The  mineral  tenure 

overrides  other  claims  to  the  land  although it does not give  the 

mineral  tenure  holder  any  rights  over  other  resources  on  the land. 

Restrictions  and  conditions for mineral  exploration  are  included in 

Section 9 of the  Mineral  Tenure Act. Essentially,  exploration  can 
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occur on  all lands except provincial parks, or where restricted by 

conditions of the above Act (e.g. in orchards or on cultivated  lands, 

where  buildings are sited, etc.). Other ministries  are limited in 

their power to restrict exploration on lands within their jurisdiction 

(Crook 1990). 

Under  the  Land  Act, the Ministry of Crown Lands must grant permission 

to acquire right-of-way for access to a mineral exploration. Notice 

must be given  to land owners prior to disturbance of the  surface, and 

persons  engaged in exploration are liable to compensate the owner for 

loss or damage caused by their entry, occupation or use of the surface 

right-of-way (BC MEMPR 1989a). 

A variety of permits and/or licenses may be required prior  to any 

exploration activity in provincial forests. These include:  a special 

use  permit to occupy Crown land outside of the mineral tenure for 

access  roads and campsites: a road permit:  a - free use permit to cut 
timber used directly in exploration activities: a license to cut timber 

from areas to be used in the exploration program:  a timber sale 

license: and a burning permit (BC MEMPR 1989a).  Any activities on 

provincial forest lands are under the direction and planning process of 

the Ministry of Forests,  and subject to the Forest Act. Exploration 

activities in Recreation Areas are administered by the Ministry of 

Parks  and MEMPR jointly. Approval of the reclamation plan is provided 

by both  the Chief Inspector of Mines and the Regional Director of Parks 

(BC MEMPR 1989a). 

3 . 5 . 2 . 2  Mine Development Review Process (MDRP) 

Depending on the jurisdiction of lands in question, mine sites must be 

approved by the Ministry of Crown Lands, Ministry of Forests, MEMPR and 

the Ministry of Parks. The Chief Inspector of Mines is responsible for 

approving all Mine Plans and Reclamation Plans. Under the  Mines Act, 

plans put forth by mining companies for new mines and major expansion 

of existins mines are subject to approval through the Mine Development 

Review Process (MDRP). 'As mentioned above, MDRP will be formally 

legislated upon passage of Bill 59, the Mine Develoument Assessment 

- Act. The goal of this process continues to  be "to integrate 

environment and economy by facilitating and expediting sound, publicly 

acceptable mining ventures in  B.C." ( B C  MEMPR 1990b). This section 

outlines the nature of the non-statutory Mine Development Review 

Process and presents changes in the process which will accompany its 

legislation. 

The Mine Development Review  Process has applied to coal and  hard-rock 

metal mines, but generally not to placer or quarry operations. 

Application of the process has been restricted to development and 

construction phases,  and dedicated off-site infrastructure: it excludes 

exploration activities. 

The Cabinet Committee on Sustainable Development  (CCSD)  sponsors the 

review process and has ultimate decision making authority. Any items 

which are referred to CCSD  are first discussed with and reviewed by the 
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Deputy Ministers' Committee on Sustainable Development and Environment 

and Land Use (DMCSD/ELU). At the working level,  the  Mine Development 

Steering Committee (MDSC) administers the reviews. This committee 

consists of senior government representatives  from six ministries 

including: MEMPR (Chairman); Environment: Municipal Affairs, Recreation 

and Culture: Transportation  and  Highways;  Regional and Economic 

Development;  and  Native  Affairs (BC MEMPR 1990b). 

Recently, the MDSC has begun to delegate  reviews of small or simple 

projects to a  new system of six multi-agency regional committees  (the 

Regional Mine Development Review Committees) for local handling by 

regional permitting staff. MEMPR acts as the lead agency for MDRP, 

chairs the Steering Committee and regional committees and provides 

technical and administrative support to these committees. 

Under  the Mine Development Review Process,  project  reviews  function 

through a three-stage process  (see  Figure 9): (prospectus),  Stages 1 ,  

2 ,  and 3 .  An introductory prospectus  outlines  reserves,  exploration, 

mine site and off-site development  proposals and projected production 

and manpower needs (BC ELUC 1975 in Day 1987). On  the basis of the 

prospectus,  the  Mine  Development Steering Committee  makes a decision on 

whether MDRP should be applied. I f  it is determined that the project 

should  undergo  review, a Stage I study terms o f  reference is prepared 

by the MDSC. 

Figure 9. Mine Development  Review  Process  (KDRP) 
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At Stage I, the proponent must file a report which describes tht 

project in detail, presents a detailed impact assessment, proposes 

adequate impact management strategies,  and  sets  the stage for an 

approval-in-principle decision  at the end of  Stage I. When  considered 

necessary, a Stage I1 report focusses on any identified deficiencies, 

completes outstanding impact assessment requirements,. upgrades or 

finalizes proposed impact management strategies, and sets the stage for 

an approval-in-principle decision at the end of Stage I1 (that decision 

having been deferred from the  end of Stage I) (BC MEMPR 1990a). 

All projects, including those waived Stages I and/or I 1  have been 

required to pass  through  Stage 111 (the licensing stage) at which stage 

project designs are finalized,  and  detailed permit application are 

filed by  the proponent, and processed by regulatory agencies. 

Approval-in-principle (AIP) has been granted following the filing of a 

prospectus (for projects which raised only minor or routine impact 

issues), or at the end of either Stage I or Stage 11. depending on the 

degree of complexity of the impact issues raised during project 

reviews. The approval-in-principle decision has normally been made by 

the  CCSD  (or formerly, ELUC) for complex  projects, and by the working 

level  committees for straightforward projects (BC MEMPR 1990a). 

By provincial policy, project proponents  have been primarily 

responsible for public consultation. Official  submissions by the 

proponent  are  considered public documents and reasonable public access 

i to these documents must be provided. In  addition, government review 

i comments on a particular submission have also been available on request 
from the MDSC. Mine and reclamation plans  have been published in the 

B.C Gazette, and intentions stated in local newspapers. Public 

hearings have been required at  the discretion of the Chief Inspector of 

mines. Occasionally,  hearings have been undertaken to solicit public 

concerns for integration into the process, but this has also been 

conducted at the discretion of the Minister or Chief Inspector. 

iipon passage of Bill 59, the scope of the process will be broadened by 

, making it applicable on a discretionary basis to other classes of mines 
besides coal and hardrock mineral mines. In  addition, a mine 

development certificate will replace the approval-in-principle as the 

main form of approval issued under the MDRP. Disposition of 

applications for mine development certificates will follow one of four 

routes: referral of the application to an independent assessment panel 

for  inquiry: acceptance of the application with whatever conditions  are 

deemed necessary: returning the application to  the proponent for 

upgrading:  or rejection of the application (BC MEMPR 1990b). 

I 

If an application is referred to an independent assessment panel, the 

Ministers of Environment and  MEMPR will jointly appoint the panel and 

provide the (public) terms of reference for its inquiry. Under the Act, 

public consultation will be required before an application is accepted 

for disposition, during the review and disposition of an application, 

and during an inquiry by an assessment panel (BC MEMPR 1990b). 

I 
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3.6 OTHER BODIES 

3.6.1 Environment  and  Land  Use  Committee 

The  Cabinet  Committee on Environment  and  Land  Use  (ELUC),  under  the 

Environmental Land Use  Act  (RSBC 1979, c.110) has been responsible for 

integrating land and resource use policy  and  resolving  land use 

conflicts  elevated to the  Cabinet level. ELUC  also  reviews  the impact 

of major  development  project  proposals.  This key statute  provides the 

government with sweeping  powers  to  deal  with land use problems. The 

Act established  the  Environment  and  Land  Use  Committee with the  mandate 

"to  ensure that  all the  aspects of preservation  and  maintenance of the 

natural  environment  are fully considered in the administration of land 

use ...I (s.3) (Ince  and  Pereboom 1984). Cabinet is thus given 

"literally  unlimited  powers in making  orders  and  regulations to  deal 

with  any  matter  involving  the  environment or land use, as long as its 

actions  are within the  consitutional  jurisdiction of the province" 

(Ince  and  Edwards 1984). 

During  the 1970s  ELUC was  also  a  vehicle for ensuring  the  coordination 

of decision-making in policies  and  issues of environmental  matters 

which  surpassed  the  interests of a  single  department. In early 1990 

however, the Cabinet  Committee on Sustainable  Development  was formed 

and has  taken on the majority of ELUC's  former  responsibilities.  ELUC 

remains  as  a  statutory  committee  to  fulfill  roles  such  as  acting  as an 

appeal body under  the  Aqricultural  Land  Commission Act (O'Gorman  1990) 

and t o  enact provisions of the  ELUC Act as necessary. 
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3.6.2 Cabinet  Committee on Sustainable  Development  (CCSD) 

The  Cabinet  Committee on Sustainable  Development  (CCSD)  was  formed in 

early 1.990 from  the  amalgamation of ELUC  and  the  Cabinet  Committee on 

Economic  Development. CCSD  has  taken on ELUC's policy  function  and is 

responsible ~ for formulating  policies  and  programs  which  encourage 

comprehensive  industrial  and  regional  development in  B.C., while 
I weighing  environmental concerns. CCSD is now the  sponsor of review 

Review  Process  and  the  Major 
I 

1 
I 

processes  such  as the Mine  Development 

Project  Review Process. 

Two  levels of committee  are used in PO licy  development: at the  deputy 

minister  level  (Deputy  Ministers  Committee on Sustainable  Developnent 

and  Environment  and  Land  Use)  and at the  ministerial  level  (CCSD).  The 

Deputy  Ministers  committee  has  representatives from fourteen  ministries 

including  the  re$ource  ministries  and  others  such  as  Municipal  Affairs 

and  Intergovernmental Affairs. This  Deputy  Ministers  committee  reviews 

and  comments on submissions from  line ministries that  have  implications 

for the  economic  and  industrial  strategies of the government,  while 

balancing  environmental concerns. Ministers from the same  fcurteen 

ministries sit on CCSD  (May 1990). CCSD is chaired by the  Minister of 

Regional  and  Economic  Development. 

i 

When  a  policy  issue is to be advanced  to  Cabinet  level,  the policy 

proposal first undergoes  circulation  to  all  ministries  represented on 

the above  two  committees.  This  provides  an  opportunity for feedback 
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and necessary revisions prior to preparation of a Cabinet submission. 

The  Cabinet submission is first reviewed by the  Deputy Minsters 

Committee on Sustainable  Development and Environment and  Land Use and, 

following  approval, by both CCSD  and  Tressury Board (if funding is 1 
involved). Following approval of either or both of these bodies, the 

submission is then forwarded to the full Cabinet. At any stage  the i 
submission  may be rejected or sent back down for revisions (May 1990). 

~ 

I 

I 
! 
~ 

3.6.3 B . C .  Utilities  Commission  (BCUC) 

In 1980 the B.C. government enacted the Utilities  Commission Act 

(S.B.C. 1980,  c.60) which  outlines  responsibilities for the review of 

major energy projects, and establishes a comprehensive process for the 

review and certification of major energy projects and the removal of 

energy resources from B.C. While previously hydroelectric projects had 

been licensed under the Water Act  the B.C. Utilities Commission (BCUC) 

now reviews  energy  projects in the Province. . In 1981 Site C was the 

first large project to be examined by  the Commission. Given that  the 

allocation of lands for hydroelectric storage is a major source of land 

use conflict,  this  authority to review energy-related land uses is 

significant. 

The  Minister of MEMPR administers the Energy Project  Review  Process 

(EPRP) under the Utilities Commission Act. Concurrence of  the Minister j 

of  Environment is required in decisions regarding the review of 

regulated projects. Before proceeding with a project, a proponent must 

receive an Energy Project Certificate from the Minister of MEMPR and 

the Minister of Environment. If an applicant is defined  as a  public 

utility under the Act,  the applicant must apply for a Certificate of 

Public Convenience and Necessity (CCREM 1989) .  Applications are sent 

to the Minister of MEMPR who, with the Minister of Environment, refers 

them to BCUC for public review. These ministers also determine the 

terms of reference. With  the  concurrence of the Minister of 

Environment, the Minister of " P R  may require BCUC to hold  public 

hearings on proposals subject  to the  Act (CCREM 1989) .  An Energy 

Project Coordinating Committee (EPCC), consisting of representatives of 

BCUC, MEMPR and the Ministry of Environment, supervises three Working 

Groups  and  coordinates information flow between  the  proponent  and 

government agencies. Ultimate authority lies with Cabinet. 

The Energy Project Review Process  (EPRP) consists of the following 

steps  required to gain approval of an energy project (see Figure 1 0 ) .  

An application must be made directly to the Minister of Energy, Mines 

and Petroleum Resources (MEMPR) to construct an energy project. The 

application must identify the proposal's potential environmental and 

directly related social implications, and plans to mitigate negative 

impacts and maximize positive impacts. 

The process is initiated when the proponent submits a Prospectus  to the 

Energy Project Coordinating Committee (EPCC) for referral to the 

Working Groups. Preparation of an Application is initiated through: 

discussion between the proponent or consultant and the Working Groups 

on siting alternatives; a benefit cost analysis; an environmental 
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Figure 10. Energy Project Review Process (EPRP) 
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assessment: compensation or mitigation: and other information as 

needed. The proponent then submits an Application to the EPCC 

accompanied by the above prepared studies and information. Once the 

EPCC and Working Groups have determined that the Application complies 

I 
I 
1 

I 

i 
I with regulations, the Application is then submitted to  the Ministers. 

i 
i the Acts provisions, or rejection. 
i recommendations  (CCREM 1 9 8 9 ) .  

~ 

The EPCC will also recommend a public hearing by BCUC, exemption from 

The  Ministers decide on EPCC 

If an Application for Energy Project Certificate (EPC) is referred  to 

BCUC for a public hearing, the EPCC coordinates the drafting of terms 

of reference and presents these to the Minister for  review and 

approval. BCUC conducts a detailed review and holds public (or 

confidential) hearings. Recommendations are submitted to Cabinet which 

may grant an EPC with terms and conditions or reject the proposal. 

There is no appeal for environmental permits and  licenses for energy 

projects that  have  been granted EPCs. Government monitoring is 
! coordinated by EPCC who also reports to Cabinet on proponent 

compliance. 
! 

I 
If MEMPR orders that an Application be referred to BCUC a s  an 

1 application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
I 

(CPCN), the BCUC review process is similar to that for an EPC except 

I 
~ 

that final approval is granted by BCUC and  not Cabinet, and BCUC has 

the discretion to hold a public hearing, but  need  not do so. Following 
j 

i 
I 
i 

I 

! a review, BCUC may grant a CPCN with terms and conditions or reject the 
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proposal. Following approval, EPCC facilitates the proponents 

applications for other approvals  and  monitors proponent compliance with 

conditions during construction (CCREM 1989). 

Importantly, the Ministers of MEMPR'and Environment have the option to 

bypass  the  BCUC and exempt the project from the Act or reject the 

project outright.  Any decision of the Utilities  Commission  can be 

appealed in the B.C. Court of Appeal. 

3 .6 .4  Aqricultural Land Commission 

The Agricultural Land Commission is an independent Crown agency 

reporting to Cabinet  through the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 

that deals  vith preservation and planning of agricultural lands on both 

private and Crown land. Approximately 3.7% of the provincial land 

base, is comprised of class 1 to 4 agricultural land (BC MoCL 1989a). 

Only 1.09% of B.C.'s Crown land is class 1 to 3 ;  lands suitable to 

support a variety of crops  (BC  MoCL 1989a). 

3 . 6 . 4 . 1  Legislation  and Mandate 

The Aqricultural  Land  Commission Act (RSBC 1979) mandates commissioners 

appointed on recommendation of the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries to carry out the terms of the Act. Protocols are outlined in 

the Agricultural Land  Reserve  Procedure  Regulations  and the 

Agricultural Land Commission  Subdivision  and  Land Use Regulations. 

Soil removal and land f i l l  on ALR land is strictly  controlled under the 

Soil Conservation Act (RSBC 1979). 
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I 

I 

The primary responsibility of the Agricultural Land Commission 

concerns land  use matters on properties within the Agricultura 

(?.LC) 

,1 Land 

Reserve (ALR). However, the ALC is also involved  in negotiation with 

other ministries on lands outside the ALR. The goals of the Commission 

are: 

1. to preserve land resources useful to British Columbia's 
agricultural industry: 

2 .  to deve.lop  and eracourage agricultural land use planning and 
farming in general through land use management; and 

3 .  to provide associated advisory services to British Columbia's 
governments, the public and the farming community (BC MoCL 1989b). 

3 . 6 . 4 . 2  Planning Process 

There  are four levels of authority in the ALR  system: local governments 

such as municipalities and regional districts, the ALC, Cabinet, and 

the Environment and  Land  Use Committee (ELUC). Cabinet holds the 

ultimate power in land use allocation decisions. The Agricultural Land 

Commission is comprised of two divisions: a planning procedures and 

technical division and  a property and  soils management division, both 

overseen by a general manaier. The Commission maintains rev'lew 

processes for  seven types of  applications: public inclusion of land 

(i.e.,  by local government or Commission); private inclusion of land 

(i.e.,  by the  owner); public exclusion of  land: private exclusion of 

land; public non-agricultural use or subdivision of land: private non- 

agricultural use or subdivision of  land; and soil removal or fill on 

ALR land (Andrews and Higman 1986). 
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The  Commission is divided into eight regions  covering the entire I 
province, each headed by a commissioner. A general manager and i 
commissioners are appointed by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries and are answerable to the Minister under  the Agricultural 

Land Commission Act. ELUC and  Cabinet are ultimately responsible for 

recommending and drafting  changes  to  the Commission's mandate. 

I 

i 
1 
I 

I '  
1 

The planning and processing branch of the ALC is responsible for 1 
researching  all land use issues involving changes  or  alterations  to I I 

land within the ALR. The main role of this branch is to review i 
community plans,  zoning and subdivision bylaws, transportation network I 
plans,  and  Crown land plans in order  to ensure that they comply with 

the intent of the  ALC Act. The ALC reviews  applications for land use, 

in addition  to any applications for soil  fill or removal on ALR  lands. 

1 

! , 
1 
! 

Inclusion of public land begins with the adoption of a  land reserve ! 
plan by the regional  district, following a public hearing as specified I 
under  the Municipal Act. Almost all regional districts  have adopted a I 

land reserve plan. Completed  plans are recommended by the ALC to ' 
Cabinet, with or without changes. Once  the land reserve plan has been 

approved by Cabinet,  lands  may be designated to the ALR by the 

Commission. Cabinet may also add land to the ALR  on its own 

initiative, or on the application of local government or the 1 
Commission, following public notice  and a public hearing. 

1 
~ 

~ 

Crown lands may be excluded from the ALR by Cabinet on its own 
~ 

16 1 

initiative, or after an application by a local government or the 

Commission. Cabinet may exclude the land with or without conditions. 

After a mandatory public hearing, the local government application is 

reviewed by the Commission and forwarded to Cabinet with 

recommendations and a report of  the public hearing. Alternatively, the 

Commission may initiate an application for exclusion. Such an 

application would also be forwarded to Cabinet with  its recommendations 

and  a report of.the public hearings  (Andrews and Higman 1986) .  

Land allocation  and management decisions made by the Agricultural Land 

Commission can be appealed by an individual or local government if two 

members of the Commission  grant  leave  to  appeal, or the Minister 

directly allows  the appeal. Section 13 of the ALC Act indicates that 

if the appeal is allowed, whether it was referred through the 

commission or through the  Minister, a formal hearing must take place On 

the  issue. Cabinet is responsible for holding  the  appeal hearing and 

ELUC retains decision  making authority. 

In 1988 the leasing  and  sale of farmland owned by the Commission was 

transferred to what was  then  the Ministry Of Forests  and Lands. The 

Ministry of Crown  Lands  will not enter into any new leases, but will 

honour all  existing  lease commitments. Vacant properties are to be 
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sold. This arrangement leaves the Commission  with a small  role in the 

allocation and management of lands,  although it maintains status as a 

referral body for all  plans  affecting  agricultural  lands in the 

province. The soil conservation program remains in place  affecting 

allocation only indirectly, by controlling soil removal or fill under 

the Soil Conservation Act (RSBC 1979) .  

3.6.5 Major Project Review Process 

The Major Project Review  Process (MPRP), formally adopted by the 

provincial government in early 1990, was  created  to provide a formal 

assessment and referral process for projects not examined under 

existing reviews such as the Mine Development  Review  Process and the 

Energy Project Review Process (BC MoE and MoRED 1989) .  A list of 

industries and  associated  developments  to  which  MPRP is to be applied 

has been created. The four main categories of development include: 

pulp and paper production, mineral smelting and  refining,  chemical 

production, and major ports  and  marinas (BC MoE and MoRED 1989) .  While 

MPRP is  intended t o  cover  only  projects with suspected high 

environmental  impacts,  the  Cabinet  Committee on Sustainable  Development 

(CCSD)  can request a project undergo review at its discretion. 

The  MPRP is a non-legislated working policy supported by the 

Environment and Land Use Act. It is administered by the Major  Project 

Steering  Committee (MPSC) and co-chaired by the Ministry of Regional 

Economic Development (MoRED) and the Ministry of Environment (MoE). 

The  Steering  Committee is comprised of representatives from MoE,  MEMPR, 

Municipal Affairs, Recreation and  Culture,  and  Environment Canada and 

the Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office (FEARO). FEARO  and 

Environment Canada suggest means of achieving Federal Environmental 

Assessment and Review Process requirements. Other ministries may  be 

contacted as interests and jurisdictions dictate. The  MPRP Policy 

outlines many of the provincial statutes and associated provincial 

ministries, and federal statutes which are potentially applicable to 

MPRP . The list includes the Aqricultural Land Commission Act, the 

Fisheries Act (Canada)  and the Land Act. 

MPRP has a three step process outlined in Figure 1 1 .  If the prospectus 

is approved, a lead agency is established by MPSC on the basis of the 

project type and  the nature of its major anticipated impacts (BC MoE 

and BC MoRED 1989) .  Municipal and/or regional levels of government in 

the affected area are  also invited to participate at  this point. MPSC 

must grant approval-in-principle (AIP) prior t o  issuance of provincial 

permits or licenses. If a project has been required to undergo  stage 

XI, the CCSD must make the AIP decision. AIP is valid for five years 

and  will lapse if CCSD determines that significant progress has not 

been made in implementing the project. A confidential financial 

feasibility  analysis may be required at any time in the process. MoRED 

advises  the Steering Committee on the financial acceptability of the 

project . 
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M J O R  PROJECT R E V I E W  PROCESS 
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4.0  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper  has  reviewed  the  evolution of Crown  land  allocation and 

management in British  Columbia  since  the  Second  World War, and 

chronicled the  development of the agencies which  currently  administer 

95% of this province.  Through  a  review of the  legislative  mandates, 

organizational  structures  and  planning  processes of these  various 

ministries and agencies, it is evident  that  the  administration of Crown 

lands in  B.C. is accomplished  through  a  complex  institutional 

structure.  During  the  evolution  towards  the  current  array of 

ministries and  related agencies, policies  and  procedures  have  developed 

in a  variety  of  ways  in  response  to  changing  societal  interests. The 

nature of  land allocation  and  resource  management has also  evolved in a 

variety of ways. Given  the  current  level of debate  and  conflict  over 

the allocation  and  management of British  Columbia's  land and resources, 

this  is an  appropriate  time  for  an  institutional  review in order  to 

best respond  to  these  problems. 
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APPENDIX 1 

TECHNICAL  METHODS  USED IN FOREST RESOURCE  MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING 

The  Ministry of Forests  (MoF)  uses  the  forest  planning  framework 
discussed in Section 3.1 above  to  conduct  integrated  resource  planning. 
In the  production  of  resource  management  plans,  and  resource 
development  and  operational  plans, a number of analytical  techniques 
are used. This  appendix  addresses  the  mechanisms  used  to  implement  the 
planning  process  at  these  three  levels.  As  most of the  planning  effort 
is  focussed  on  the  forest  management  planning  level,  this  discussion 
reflects  that  emphasis. 

A number of planning  steps  and  analytical  tools  are  used in the 
preparation  of  TSA  resource  management  plans  and  TFL  Management  and 
Working  plans.  Steps  used in TSA resource  management  plan  preparation 
are  briefly  discussed eo illustrate  how  land  use  allocation  and 
management  decisions  are  made  and  how  resource  conflicts  are  dealt 
with. 

The  MoF  is in the  process of preparing  an  Analytical  Framework for 

comprehensive  analytical  framework  for  integrated  resource  management. 
Integrated  Resource  Management  (AFIRM).  This  framework  will  provide a 

As  well, a revised  timber  supply  analysis  system  (TSAS-11)  which  will 
address a number of issues  and  concerns not dealt  with in TSAS-I is in 
the  developmental  stage.  The  linear  programming  model  MUSYC is used in 
the  current  timber  supply  analysis  system.  FORPLAN  is  another form of 
linear  programming  utilized in the  United  States.  These  models  are 
also  briefly  discussed in this  appendix. 

A. Resource  Manaqement  Planninq  Steps 

Currently,  the  resource  management  planning  process  is  undergoing 
revisions.  The  (draft)  revised  Chapter  three of the  Resource  Plannin 
Manual  (BC  MOP  1985),  outlines  the  steps  used in the  preparation of TSZ 
resource  management  plans.  These  steps  are  briefly  reviewed. 

A.1 Organization  and  Terms of Reference 

Terms of reference  are  determined by the  planning  committee. At this 
stage,  membership is organized,  issues  to  be  addressed  are  documented, 

groups  are  formed,  initial  integrated  resource  use  options  are 
information  needs  are  determined,  steering  committees  and  working 

established  for  plan  participants. 
identified,  analysis  procedures  are  identified,  and a work  schedule  is 

Issue  identification  involves  identifying  known  or  anticipated  problems 
and  perceived  opportunities  associated  with  the  management  of  timber, 
range  and  recreation  resources.  Preliminary  Resource  Emphasis  Areas 
(REAS) may  be  used in the  identification of issues  (which  may be of a 
social  or  technical  nature). 
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Terms of Reference are reviewed by the TSA Steering Committee  and  other 
committees dealing with the TSA, referred to Integrated  Resources 
Branch and Inventory Branch,  and made available to other agencies  and 
the public !BC MOP 1990) .  

A.2 Information Assembly 

Information assembly involves the systematic identification and 
synthesis of forestry and other data,  and  research  needs  to  generate 
required data. 

Resource  Emphasis Areas composed of  a number of "planning  cells" are 
identified at this stage. REAs provide a framework for  more  site- 
specific  resource use decisions  at more local levels of  planning. 

planning cells. 
Inventory data is compiled and geographically referenced using these 

REA maps are classified using a three tier 
classification system as a "major use," "major secondary use" or "other 
important secondary use". 

REAs are used in the definition Of integrated resource use options for 
the TSAs, identifying alternate land use allocations and management 
intensities. 

A.3  Development  and Analysis 

A number of feasible management options  are generated by the planning 
committee in this stage. "The purpose of these options is to assess 
the implications of: 

- alternative  resource use allocations that indicate basic 
differences in resource management emphasis: 

- investment levels for  resource development: and 

- production requirements to meet industrial needs" (BC MoF 1990). 

Attention is focussed on decisions about land allocation and management 
intensity rather than  site-specific probfems. Options are defined  to 
reflect  "alternative  futures"  and should reflect identified issues. A 
baseline option representing the historical or present ("status  quo") 
situation is also included for comparison with other options. 

The options generated are then reflected as adjustments  to  the 
productive forest land base in the timber supply analysis. A number of 
computer optimization models are used to  analyse timber supplies. 

are used t.o identify timber production associated with each option and 
(These  are briefly discussed in Sections C and D which follow). Models 

to forecast timber volumes in the future. 

Both  a range and recreation analysis  are  conducted  at  this  stage as 
well. Supply targets  for range are expressed in availability of forage 
and Animal Unit Months (AUMs) of  forage. Recreation options are 
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expressed in terms of  their ability to meet such factors as Recreation 
Opportunity objectives (ROS), and Satisfactory User Day Opportunities 
(SUDOs), and Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs). Analysis is provided 

consultation with Forest Service Regional or District Planning staff 
for other non-timber resources by appropriate resource agency staff in 

(BC MoF 1 9 9 0 ) .  

A . 4  Evaluation of Options 

At this stage, identified issues are addressed and the implications of 
each  option  are determined.  A matrix format is  used to assess the 
options against production goals. A resource impact matrix, program 
impact matrix and/or a goal achievement matrix may be used (see Figure 
12). 

On the basis of these evaluations the Planning Officer (or District 
Manager), Forest Service staff and  the planning committee select and 
recommend "the integrated resource use option which they feel merits 
further consideration in resource management plan development" (BC MoF 
1990). 

An Options Report presenting the set  of integrated resource use options 
which have been selected is submitted to the Chief Forester before 
being released to  the  public. 
Service  staff, the public, other agencies and  the forest industry. 

Feedback is solicited from Forest 

Following a  review of the feedback and consultations with the planning 
team,  the Regional Manager chooses an option and makes a recommendation 
to the Chief Forester. 

A . 5  Option Selection and Plan Development 

Following a public review of the Options  Report, the  Chief Forester 
decides on a management option. I n  arriving at a decision, 
consideration is  given  to  the target AAC and management objectives. In 
order that the  Chief Forester can make an overall evaluation of the 
analysis, consultation is sought from the Integrated Resources Branch, 

A Rationale Report is produced documenting the resource management 
other resource agencies, other interest groups and the general public. 

decisions and their rationale. Conditions and assumptions are outlined 
and a revised timber supply forecast is provided. 

A Draft Resource Management Plan is then prepared detailing the 
?referred management option and the associated AAC, range and 
recreation targets,  and summarizing the decisions and recommendations 
made in the plan's development. These form the basis for  the 

activities and decisions outline how the production targets will be  met 
development of operational details  of  the plan. Subsequent planning 

and  guidelines and management 
Responsibilities for implementation are also defined. The draft plan 

prescriptions are provided. 

Committee. With feedback from this review, the Regional Planning 
is then reviewed by the public, other agencies and the TSA Steering 
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Figure 12. Matrices  used in Timber Supply Analysis System (TSAS) 

OPTION EVALUATION MATRIX 

OPTION RESOURCE 

Timber  Range  Recreation Wildlife Water  Fish 

QUO 
Status 

'present (m3) 
AAC AUMs s-mo s 0 0 0 

lanagement 

I 

Modest 
Enhancement AUMS SUDOS 

+ - 
+ 

Major 
Enhancement AAC AUMS SUDOS 
etc. (m3) 

++ - + 

++ very  positive  impact 
hAC= Allowable Annual Cut 

+ positive impact 
WM= Animal unit .%nths 

0 no  impact 
sum= Satisfactory User Day 

- neaative  impact Opportunities 

-- veiy  negatiGe  impact 

O P T I O N  

St atus 
QUO 
ccst 

Option 1 

cost 

Option 2 

cost 
Etc. 

AAC AUMS SUDOS 
$X SY $2 

AAC AUMS SUWS ... 
... ... 

$X1 $Y 1 $21 ... 
AAC AUMS SUDOS ... 
$x2 JY2 $22 ... 

( S a u c e :  BC Mof 19901 

Officer or District Manager coordinates the preparation of a revised 
Resource Management Plan. 

Apportionment of the AAC is a process  conducted parallel to  the 

prepared by the Regional Manager for coordination  and evaluation by the 
resource management planning process and apportionment options are 

Timber Harvesting Branch. Apportionment is approved by  the  Minister 
rather than the Chief Forester. 

Licensees identify their 20-year timber supplies for  approval. A 
supplement to the Resource Management Plan, the 20 Year Operating Plan, 

mature timber consistent with the REA map and the AAC decision. 
identifies these supply areas. This plan locates and maps available 

Once approval is provided by the  Chief  Forester for the Resource 
Management Plan,  the Forht Service  proceeds to develop local resource 
use  plans and resource development plans consistent with the objectives 
and standards outlined in the plan. 

A.6 Implementation, Monitoring and Revision 

TSA plans  are implemented at the district level by District Managers 
and licensees. 
district  annual  programs  and  Local  Resource Use Planning. 

These  plans are then used in the  preparation of 

Both  plans  and inventories are monitored at the District and  Regional 
level. Decisions at  the local resource use planning level are compared 

conducted by regional staff to  ensure that the plan is being used in 
with the assumptions used in the  Resource Management Plans. Audits are 

District decision making. 

District inventory base maps are updated for fire,  pest, logging and 
silvicultural activities. This information is forwarded to  the 
Inventory and Silviculture Branches to  update their data bases and  for 
use in reviewing Resource Management Plans. 
Recreation inventories are also kept updated. 

District Range and 

Plans for TSAs  are normally revised every 5 years, but  may  be  revised 
Resource Management 

sooner in the event of major changes (eg.  fire,  pests, etc.). 

The above process is the most current version of planning at the 
resource management level. While the process has been discussed here 
in the context of planning for TSAs, the Forest Service is developing a 
similar process for TFLs. Planning for TFL %UPS will then be  based  on 
Resource Emphasis  Maps as well (Niezen 1990). 

B. AFIRM - 
The Analytical Framework for Integrated Resource Management (AFIRM) is 
a comprehensive analytical framework for integrated resource management 
on TSAs that is currently being developed by the Forest Service. The 
objective of AFIRM is "to  determine  and quantify the implications of 
all resource management options that have been developed for  a TSA" 
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analysis of all the ‘resources of a  TSA  through the use of a 
(Williams 1 9 8 9 ) .  As a conceptual framework,  AFIRM  will  coordinate  the 

georeferenced  data  base,  a  generalized  process of resource  land  base 

pertain to all of the resources  on the TSA (Williams 1989) (see Figure 
allocation and projection,  and  a set of management options .dhich 

1 3 ) .  This system  will  allow  geographically  based  information  to  be 
considered in yield  analysis  (AAC  calculation) thus moving  from  the  use 
of aggregated  information  to  spatially  disaggregated  information. 

AFIRM  relates  to  four  steps of the TSA planning  process:  develppment of 
management  options,  analysis of each option  (through  AFIRM),  selection 
of an option, and  development of the Resource’ Management Plan for the 
TSA . 
Each  management  option  developed in the  planning  process  would be 
analysed  through  AFIRM to determine  and  quantify  for  each  resource on a 
TSA: the  allocation of  land  to  that  resource  (i.e  the  resource  land 
base);  development  guidelines:  a  development  schedule;  production 
targets (e.g. AAC, AUMs, Visitor Days, etc.); and  management  strategies 
(e.9. prescribed  burns  for  wildlife, silviculture, or improved 
utilization, etc.) (Williams 1989) .  

agencies and stakeholders to participate in the identification of 
As a framework, and  not a  tool  or model, AFIRM will allow  other 

planning units, data  to be considered, and so on. with timber  supply 
analysis conducted as a  component of AFIRM, this  approach  will  allow 
all agencies to  participate  fully in the  identification of issues  and 
options. In additioh, this component  approach  would  prevent any one 
agency  from  dominating  the process. 

This framework  is still  largely  at  the  conceptual  stage  and will likely 
take  a  number of years to  implement  (Dellert 1 9 9 0 ) .  In order for  this 
framework  to  be  implemented,  several  developments are necessary. 
Firstly, consensus  must  be  reached on the  planning  units to  be 
considered (the “planning  cells”).  Current  planning  approaches are 
strata  based  and  not  spatially  based. Spatial analysis using 
georeferenced  data is a prerequisite of  AFIRM. 

Secondly, an  integrated  georeferenced  data  base of all the  resources  of 

analyze  this  data is necessary. 
the TSA land  base  and  a  geographic  information  system to access and 

While  the  inventory for  timber 
resources is extensive,  inventory  information for non-timber  resources 
is still limited. Therefore, data  must  be  collected for all resources. 
Thirdly, data  standards  must  be  set so that  data  are  transferable  and 
consistent.  Efforts  have  been  made  to  acquire  converted TFL data  from 
licensees so that  the  Crown  has  a  full  data  set  for  the  province 
(Dellert 1990) .  

C. Timber SURD~Y Analysis  Systems 

Timber  Supply  Analysis  is  the  process of identifying  and  quantifying 
the implications  for the  timber  resource of alternative  resource 
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Figure 13.  A Framework for Integrated Resource Management  (AFIRM) 
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management options proposed for a  TSA. 
computer  systems  used to perform this  analysis  comprise the Timber 

The procedures,  data and 

Supply Analysis System (TSAS). TSAS has been revised recently to 
address emerging issues which were inadequately treated in the original 
version. For  example integrated resource management issues being dealt 
with today are area-specific in nature while the analytical  methods 
used in TSAS-I are not (Williams and Assoc. 1989).  

TSAS-I has a strata-based view of forest inventory data which does not 
utilize area-based technology made  available with geographic 

levels (long term sustained yield) and operational feasibility. The 
information systems. TSAS-I is used to  determine  sustainable harvest 

current system has emphasized long term analysis  to  establish  "bounds" 
within which short term allocation  problems are solved. The linear 
programming  model,  MUSYC (multiple use sustained yield  calculation) is 
one of the tools that has been used in TSAS-I  (see Section D.1). 

The revised TSAS-I1 uses area-based analysis. It supports both long 
term and short term planning functions but focuses primarily on short 

which can be identified geographically. 
term planning problems  such as determining 20-year harvest schedules 

quantify for each TSA Management Option: 
TSAS-I1 would function as a step under AFIRM.  in  doing s o ,  it would 

- the Timber Harvesting Land Base, - timber harvesting guidelines, 
- management schedules, - feasible harvest  rates and Long  Run Sustained Yield, and - the allocation of feasible 20-year operating areas to the 
licensees  operating on a TSA  (Williams and ASSOC. 1989) .  

The analysis of timber supply with  TSAS-I1  involves six steps: 

1 )  determination of analysis  procedures and data  requirements, 
2) acquisition of data, 
3 )  land base analysis, 
4 )  short term timber allocation and scheduling, 
5) long term sustained yield  analysis, and 
6 )  analysis of the timber harvesting and management implications of 

the  selected Management Option. 

analysis procedures and data requirements' (step 1 )  assists in the 
As part of the  Resource Management Planning process, determining 

development of management options. 
Projection  Strategies are identified to support various management 

Through this process,  Timber 

opt ions. Data necessary to  undertake  these projections are 
subsequently acquired (step 2). 

The Land Base Analysis (step 3 )  is a cooperative process involving all 
of the resource agencies participating in TSA planning. The objective 
of this process is to identify resource land bases and  develop 

guidelines for each TSA management option consistent with the intent of 
the management option, and encode them in a georeferenced database. 

Land  Base  Analysis  consists of four  processes:  the overlaying of 
various resource  themes  to identify resource interactions, the 

application of the guidelines  to  the  composite resource theme to 
resolution of these interactions by specifying resource guidelines; the 

identify the Timber Harvesting Land Base,  and  the economic assessment 
of the Timber Harvesting Land Base to identify the economically 
operable land base (Williams and ASSOC. 1989).  

provide a systematic and  consistent method of determining equitable 
The objective of the allocation  and scheduling process (step 4 )  is to 

operating  areas  for  licensees on the TSA. The objective of short term 
timber allocation is to identify a supply of timber for each licensee 

current rate of harvest ahd economically feasible for  the  licensee. 
that is operationally feasible, sufficient to last 20 years at  the 

The  objectives of the  Long  Term Sustained Yield Analysis (step 5 )  are 
t o  determine: 

- the level of harvest that can be supported for each Timber 
Harvesting Land Base developed in the Land Base  Analysis: 

- the extent to which this level can be increased through specific 
management programs,  and 

- the impact of short-term allocation and scheduling on the  mid- and 
long-term timber supply (Williams  and ASSOC. 1989) .  

Timber Supply Scenarios are developed from the  Resource Projection 
Strategies t o  explore management options incorporating: the Timber 
Harvesting Land Base, the Timber Harvesting  Guidelines,  and timber 
management guidelines such  as utilization level, silvicultural 

harvest requirements, and a harvest flow policy (Williams and  Assoc. 
treatments, budget constraints, harvesting objectives, species-specific 

1989) .  

Two standards  scenarios are  always included in the set developed for 

management option selected by the Chief Forester during the planning 
each TSA: the Current Plan Scenario (or AAC Rationale), based  on  the 

assumes  the  continuation of basic silviculture and timber management 
cycle, and  the  Current  Performance  Scenario (or Status Quo) which 

practices experienced on the TSA over the previous five years. 
Alternative Timber Supply  Scenarios  are  also developed to determine the 

timber supply issues (e.g. silviculture, protection and utilization) 
implications of  each management option with respect to  a variety of 

(Williams  and Assoc. 1989) .  

Scenario testing is conducted with both simulation and linear 
programming models. The Simulation Model of Timber Supply (SMTS) is 
used to determine the implications of a schedule of harvest and 
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management  assumptions  for  a  TSA  over  a  200-year  projection period. 
The  goal of this  exercise is to  determine, for each  scenario,  the 
sustainability of current  harvest  levels  and  the  long run 
sustainability of the  timber resource. 

Testing  with  a  linear  programming  model (MUSYC is  currently  used  (see 

analysis in 5-year planning. This  process  can  also  produce  harvest 
Section D.1)) permits  the  analysis of scenarios as part of the  formal 

schedules  and  construct  management  .programs  that  are  optimal  with 
respect  to  a  specified  management objective. While  scenario  testing 
with  a  simulation  model is expected  to be conducted at the  regional or 
district  level,  modelling with a  linear  programming  model.is  carried 
out by the  Analysis  Section of Integrated  Resources Branch. 

D. Forestry  Planning  Models 

Timber  Supply  Analysis is conducted at the  forest  management  planning 

majority of analytical  effort is focussed. Computer  models  are used at 
level. As discussed in Section B and C above,  this is where  the 

this  level  to  conduct  timber  supply  analyses for TSAs  and  to review TFL 
management  working  plans  prepared by TFL licensees. 

Timber  supply  analysis is used as  the basis for setting  harvest  rates 
for TSAs  and  TFLs,  and is itself based on a  forecast of timber  supplies 

management options. These  options  are  considered by the  Chief  Forester 
using  forest  planning  models for various  proposed  integrated  resource 

in the  consideration of harvest rates. 

D. 1 MUSYC 

Multiple  Use  Sustained  Yield  Calculation (MUSYC) is the  Ministry's  base 
forest  planning model. Timber  supply  forecasts for the  Status  Quo 
Option  (the  option  that  models  current  practices  and  programs)  and  the 
AAC  Rationale  Option  (documentation of the  assumptions  made in setting 
the  AAC)  are  generated using this model. 

MUSYC is a  linear  programming  harvest  scheduling  model  developed in the 

combination of activities  which  maximize or minimize  an  objective  while 
1970s by the US Forest  Service. MUSYC  involves  the  selection of a 

satisfying  constraints.  The  objective  used in the  Status  Quo  and  AAC 
Rationale  Options is the  maximization of volume har.vested over  the 
planning horizon. A variety of constraints  can be Specified  to  place 

different  combinations  and  levels of constraints,  managers  can  generate 
limitations on the  selection of activities.  Through  examination of 

and  evaluate  different scenarios. 

MUSYC is typically used to  assess  the  following  issues  (BC MoF 1985): 

- the  harvest  which is possible  over  time for a  specified  level of 
funding: 

- the  silviculture  regimes  which  will  maximize  volume  harvested:  and 
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- the level of silviculture funding  which is required to  maintain or 
achieve  a  specified  rate of harvest. 

MUSYC  produces  reports which describe the periodic  harvest,  management 
activities  and the residual  growing stock. 

0.2 FORPLAN 

FORPLAN  was  developed in the  late  1970s  for  the US Forest  Service in 
response to the  adoption of the  National  Forest  Management Act in 1976 
which  required  the  Forest  Service  to  become  more  explicit  regarding 
land use. 

FORPLAN is different  than  other  models  such  as  MUSYC  because it 

than  merely  addressing  questions of physical  and  biological 
incorporates  timber  harvesting into  land  management  planning rather 

sustainability of harvest levels. 
scheduling  model  rather  than  a harvest scheduling model. The output is 

This  model is a multi-resource 

MoF 1985). 
a land allocation  strategy  rather  than  a  timber  harvesting strategy (BC 

The Ministry of Forests has  had a copy of the  FORPLAN  model for a 

However, the Ministry  does not  plan to use FORPLAN for  the following 
number of years  and has evaluated its potential  application in BC. 

reasons: 

1 )  BC's land management  and  resource  planning  requirements are 
different: 

2 )  BC  has  chosen a  "component  approach"  to  modeling  rather  than using 
a  single  large  model;  and 

3 )  given the  priority on resource  planning in BC,  resources are not 
available to  implement FORPLAN  (Dellert 1987). 

In deciding  to  pursue  a  "component  approach" to modeling, BC has 
focussed on a planning  framework in which several  models,  processes or 
systems  provide  support for decision  making. 
several  levels of planning and provide  the  ability  to  assess many 

These  components span 

resource use and  timber issues. 
planning  process, not on a  planning  model  (Dellert 1987). 

Therefore, the  focus is on the 
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